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CH.A.PTER I 
DTTRODUCTION 
This study is primarily concerned with the setting up 
of a plan for establishing a nursery school in Calcutta 
which will be a model and an inspiration for others to 
establish many mor·e of its kind in different. parts of the 
city as well as in the country. As subsidiary t.a the. main 
purpose the study aims to show that. early childhood 
education is important, tha~ anthropological differences 
exist between the United States of America and India and 
to suggest. ways of modifying and adapting the Unit.ed 
St~tes of America nursery school and parent. education 
programs. to meet the needs of children and parents in the 
community of Calcutta. 
It is a frequent criticism that the techniques., 
methods and objectives of education in India are borrowed 
from the English and that. they continue in use long after 
they have been discarded in England and replaced by new 
ones as a result. of careful research. The expla.na t.ion 
for this is to be found in the absence of proper educational 
research in Indian. educational institutions. India has no 
practical and effective educational policy yet. 
Subjects for study have been added to or eliminated 
1 
.. 1 .... ~---------------------------------
from the curriculum because of financial need o.r ather 
administrative conditions, or because ~ personal whim or 
genuine idea, rather than as the result of any carefully 
prepared educational );lragram. baaed an. the real ne.eds o:f.' 
the children of the native soil. Since India is independent 
now, it should be possible :for the Government. to :formulate 
a sound educational policy. In doing this India need not 
pass through all the intermediate educational experiences 
and mistakes experienced by the West. She can adapt and 
utilize the h:igheat and best educational principles and 
practices of the pr eaent. day. It is no longer enough that 
schaa.ls give merely training in academic work, they should 
also train the child :for all important. aspects of living. 
Emphasis an the ttwhale child« is as. essential. as academic 
preparation. Education must be the guided development. o:f 
the individual peraona.li ty •. 
The great. .importance of' early childhood in the 
deve2opment. and education of children bas been universally 
recognized. Much bas been written and done :in the way of' 
research to gain a better understand~ a:f children o:f 
pre-school age in the United Stat.es. This knowledge should 
be applicable to the education and care o:f children in any 
community in India i:f certain modifications due to. cultural 
differences are made. 
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It. is often said t~t awing to vast ·differences of · 
~ulture, race, relig~o.n. etc.,, the educational systems o:f 
America or ather western: co_untries are not s.uited to India.. 
:But a science is a science applicable anywhere irre.spective 
of race, relig~on or country, The basic laws of' devel.o.pment. 
are universal and uniform. The developmental. interpretat~ons 
which have proved t.a be so necessary and satisfactory in the 
psychological. care o:f the :first :five years o:f life in the 
United States of America should be applicable t.o India too. 
The nursery school as a medium :for acculturation and :for 
strengthening the normal home bas proved invaluable in the 
United States. In the present. d~pidated social structure 
of' Calcutta nursery schools should prove t.o be an integrating 
f'orce. 
CHAPTER II 
WHAT .AUTHC>B.ITIES SA.Y 
... . ..._ . .... ~ . 
I'!" IMPORTANCE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD 
Writers are wont to call the present age the ttcentury 
of' the childu and aptly so.. In most countries of Europe and 
__ , 
America the great importance of early childhood in the 
development and education of people is clearly recognized. 
England and America, where extremely efficient systems o:f 
' kindergartens, creche.s and nurseries bave been evolved, 
deserve special mention in this connectio.n. The. Twenty-
eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
l 
Education says : 
Infancy and early· childhood are held to be of 
:fundamental and :far reachiQg importance for the 
entire development of the individual - of importance, 
that is to say, not only with respect to his 
physique, his physical well being, but even more 
with respect to his mental welL be~, his 
temperamentaL and emotional outlook upon life. 
Abundant .evidence is available :fram research :findings on 
human· development to show that a childt s earliest years are 
by far the most important in shaping personality character--
istics which will fit and unfit him. :for a wel~-adjusted life. 
1. The Twenty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education. :Preschool and Parental Education, 
Public School Pub~ishing.Co. ~29. 
4 
The s~ificance and importance· of this period of a child's 
2 
life is thus expressed by A. L. Gesell • 
The most basic and dramatic phases of that 
development (development of children) are concentrated 
in the first- five ye~rs of life 
The adult. is to a great. extent. the result of the 
. . 
ttenvironment" that. he was in. .during his formative periods of 
. 3 
childhood. Jersild and his associates have painted out; 
By the age o.:f six a child has been initiated 
into. most. of the major forms o:f experience· that. can. 
be:fGtll a hUIIlal:?-= being duri:ng his life time. 
. . 
The genetic or developmental approach to child stu~ 
has groWJ?. out. a:f t.he realization that.. bat.h desirable and 
undesirable adult.. ·characteristics have their origin. in. 
infancy and childhood. It is now :fairly clear that. 'men and 
women are the end products a:f all the experiences they have 
encountered in the process a:f growing up. Informed 
individ,uals no .. longer believe that. prolonged :frustration 
and other emotional experiences :r:as~ from the child's life 
2. Gesell, Arr:dd L. and Ilg, Frances L. The Child from 
Five to Ten:. Harper Brothers, New York, 1946. 
3. Jersild, Arthur T. Child Development and The 
Curriculum. Bureau a:f Publications, Teacher's College, 
Columbia University. New York. 1946. 
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without. leaving harmful attitudes and behavior trends. 
Thus psycho logy is cone erned with the total span of child 
development from conception t.o n:a turity. Itt s goal is the 
safe~r~ing of development in such a way that no damaging 
episodes, deprivations, or emotional conflicts are permitted 
t.o mar the child's. intellectual and social growth. 
Each phase of human growth has its own particular needs 
which must be met. if the individual is to expand and deve~op 
to the maximum. o:f his potentialities. As has been stated 
before, the first :five years, the so called preschool years, 
are of the utmost importance in a child t s life. Once he has 
passed the stage of babyhood he becomes even more. intensely 
occupied with explor~ this vast new world in which he 
lives and in discovering his relationships to it.. In order 
that. he may succeed in this all important. task he must. be 
provided with an environment in which he will find ample. 
opportunity to find things out :for himself and at the same 
time receive proper and adequate guidance. 
Among many factors which have contributed to the growth 
of nursery schools :far preschool children in the United 
States of America,. is the desire to apply in practice what 
child psychologists have found after careful research about 
6 
children's growing needs, ~hysical, emotional, mental and .J 
social. The nursery school contributes not merely to any 
one phase o:f growth and develo,pment but. to the total. growth 
of the whole child in every aspect. of his. personality-, 
intellectual, social, emotionaL and physical. 
II- WHAT IS t[EANT BY NURSERY SCHOOL 
The modern nursery school which has evolved :tram var~ous 
s.tages o:f development, can. be defined by a process of 
elimination. A nursery school is not a day-nursery. The 
age range of children cared for in day-nurseries goes below 
·and above that o:f a nursery school which generally includes 
the ages :from two to six. The purpose o:f day-nurseries has 
always been to pr:-ovide service :for underprivileged homes and 
children. Day-nurseries ha;ve always put emphasis on. 
custodial care o:f children 'Whose mothers had t.o work. On 
the other hand nursery schools have always emphasized the 
schooling or educational value o:f the child attending, 
whatever economic motive may have brought him into the school. 
In kindergartens the activity of the children is almost. 
all in groups, whereas in nursery schools centres o:f interest 
are set. up and children go :from one activity to another as 
they like. 
A nursery school is not primarily a research center 
though research centers usually have small groups o:f children 
to observe. 
A nursery school is not a child care center as they keep 
7 
children between. the ages. of tm an.d fourteen. Some centers 
mix all ages more or le.ss in one group for custodial. aare 
in a :pl?'ogram similar ta. a da.y-nurs.ery program. 
Play schools differ from. nurs.ecy schools in several. 
ways su,eh as the. following: age level res.tric.tions are not 
always made in. play schoolS, equipment is not c omplet.e or 
eare.fu.l:cy" selected. They are informal groups without any 
ed.uea tional program. The. nursery school ia not pr:ima.r1.1.y a 
elass :for parent education but offers apport.unit.ies. for 
parents to learn.. 
In explaining "What. a nursery school is Katherine :s:. 
4, 
Read says,t 
It is a school serving the needs of twa-, three-, 
and four-years-old ehi ldren by offering them. 
ex:perienees adapted to what. is known. about the growth 
needs of these. age levels. It. shares with parents 
the responsibility far pr-omoting soond growth in a 
period 'When growth is rapid and important., -------. 
The very founda tian of the nursery s.ah.ool program. is it.s 
concern for mental. and physical. health. Here well-supervised 
but spontaneous play an.d constructive social activities 
initiate the young child into. happy group experiences.. The 
pliable cbiJd is s.tjmulated to develop desirable social... 
traits. Gradually to overcome infantile egocentrism, and 
to experience emoti.onal.l.y stable li-u-ing. 
4. Read, Katherine :s:. The Nurs.ery School, w. B. Saunders 
Compaey Philadelphia. 1950 • p. l?. 
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Thus. the nurs,ery school offers a program and 
enviroDID.ent primarily suited to the educati.oD.al and health 
needs of preschool children. In many details schools may 
vary but t.be basic conditions o:f (l) indoor and outdoor 
-
space,_ (2) age restric.tians, (3) health program, (4) 
teachers (not custodians) , (5) appropriate equipment and 
~- ., -
materials, (6) definite program, (7) educational objectives 
and (8) parents. co-operation, must. be ful:f:'illed in a nursery 
school. 
III .. VALUES OF NURSERY SCROOL 
Educa:t.i.o~ is more ·s~us. with living today than in 
the past. Educationis.ts are more aware of' the learning 
which takes place :in aocial and emotional areas as well as 
intellectual ones in the vital earliest years. o:f the child t s 
life. They are beginning to plan :for it an a sound basis 
instead of leaving it t..a chance.. The child before six 'J1JaY" 
not. be ready to learn to read but he is. ready and will 
inevitably learn. ways in.' which to respond t.a. people·, to 
think. about himself', and to handle his feelings. These 
things will influence his behavior J.a. ter. 
Children are the men and. women of the fu.twe an 'Whose 
shouJ.ders will rest the burden of shaping the world 
tom..arraw. However _it is the duty of' adults. to give them 
a good foundation upon· which to build. Rabindranath 
9 
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Tagore explaining the ideal learning situation :for children 
in preparation :for life says that a :foetus in the mother 1 s 
womb and the seed under the soil surrounded by appropriate 
nourishment grow in seclusion. At that time their only job 
is by drawing :food to make themselves ready to come out into 
the light and. under the open sky., They do not have to 
procure nourishment, they just draw it, :from their 
surroundings. Thus nature keeps them in :favorable 
seclusion surrounded by nourishment, so that no outside 
interference can reach them before they are ready to tackle 
it. Early childhood is like the :foetus period of' mind. 
At this time children should be in a dynamic environment 
where they can draw the proper nourishment consciously and 
unconsciously to get strength and be prepared to step into 
the adult world. 
The work that nature d.oes is extended in the nursery 
6 
, school.. Julia c. Fowler in explaining the value of 
nursery school points out the part it plays in the total 
development. o:f the child. She says; 
5. Tagore 2 Rabindra:nath. Siksha (Education) Indian Publish~g House, Calcutta 1921.. p. 66 
(Gist taken :from the original Bengali by the writer) 
6. Fowier, Julia C. "Why Nursery Schools?" 
Childhood Education; Vol. 23 No. 7. Pp 334-335. 
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For the ~bild the nursery school serves as a 
kind of special laboratory for eolleatiQg and 
assem.bliQg data about things and about people. 
· He daesnt t want. to he told how things w:ork. 
Spoken. language is com];aratively new to him, and 
has meaning anJ..y in. so far as he has first. hand 
ex:Perienee in interpret.ing it. 
So the ~hild is getting more than facts .. 
He is also getting a way of life.· Re learns that. 
he has rights, but that ether people also have 
rights. Re learns, too,, that- the world bas order 
and constancy. 
As life gets more complex the individual needs 
more ways of expressiQg aud organiz~ his reactions 
to it. and more contacts with people who are having 
those same experiences. 
The child has a. right t.o an opportnnity to 
develop a strong well-coordinated body); a 
personality structure which is sound and vigorous, 
plenty o£ intellectual curiosity, some knowledge 
of how t.,o live with C-ontemporaries in a group, 
and good foll.ow-through work habits. 
The good nursery school meets these needs of 
the child. 
Whatever his needs nursery school offers the child the 
chance to grow unhampered in. many directions. He lives at 
school. He is heing educated for living. A good nursery 
school looks afi.er the whole of the child t s needs. ·It 
provides an environment in which the children thrive. The 
children in. nursery school are above all experiencing their 
entrance into the larger world away from home in a protected 
and a sui table environment. 
Nursery sc.hool offers some of the values once found in 
large families. Children grew up in Jarge family groups 
ll 
w.ll:n.e:ce they bad a varia ty of early soc:.ial contacts. The chance 
to play wit.h others of about, the same age,. the sense of 
be longing to a group, the s l:a.ring of experiences, a chance to 
be self' sufficient. and independent., all c.ontributed to some 
healthy development.. 
Life in a small family in a aw.all apartment. may handicap 
a child in more ways tban one. It deprives him o:f experience 
with other children. Too close and constant contact with the 
same adults in a c.ramped spac.e may make child and parents 
both irritable or the children may suffer from overwhelmingly 
anxious attention from the parents. On the other hand all. 
adults in a nurs.ecy s.chool must subord:inate their needs 
because the school exists for t.b.e children. Attendanee at 
nursery school seems. to help to dilute tensions between a 
child and others in the home environment. 
Moreover children need safe space to run, climb, shout,, 
sing, dig, build with other children as much and as long as 
one likes. But modern living does not provide the space for 
the needs of tbe children, though they still need it.. The 
nursery school provides space for indoor and outdoor 
children's activity. 
It is being recognized more and more tba.t sound learning 
is based on first. hand experiences.. Learning has always, 
taken. place this way. But modern. life limits the intellectual 
12 
development. of ehild.ren by limit :ing their first hand 
expe.riences.. While there are no formal lessons or classes 
in nursery school it contributes to the intellectual 
development of the child. This very freedom from rigid 
requirements gives the nursery school t..he ideal situation 
in which to guide him to the maximum development. of his 
intellectual capacities. 
A need for nursery school also arises from the limited 
experience of' the parents. They need to bave contact with 
the body of knowledge about children which is available today. 
The nursery school is one way to transmit the experience and 
findings of research centers t..a practicing parents. 
One of' the main ohj ecti ves of education today is the 
socialization. of the child. It is obvious that well-adjusted 
individuals and the bet.ter societies are characterized by a 
disposition. to live in harmony with the principles of 
mutuality in human relations.. Young children are primari.ly 
individualistic and too immature t.o care about the well 
being of' other orga.n.isms. However they must eventually come 
to do so if' they are to maintai:.ti mental health in a world of 
7 
interpersonal. obligations. Louis P .. ·Thorpe observes that: 
The process of' growing up soc iall.y and emotionally 
is one of' becomiQg less and less individualistic or 
ego-centric and increasingly mutual or sociocentric in 
disposition • 
.... .._ ..... ?_~ ·p~.o~pe; L~tli~ . P. Child Psycho log;[_ and Development. 
-rne Hnna .. Ln ...,.,...,..;:..,. t;nmnt=~nv. N v ~4h T .H 
l3 
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In a sindy by Jersild on the influence of nursery school 
on the social. adjus.tm.ent of children it was found that.: 
The opportunities for social. participation 
afforded by the nursery school. do not •••••••••• 
have the. effect of submerg:irlg the child t s own 
individuality; rathe.r, where wholesome relations 
obtain, the child, while participat.:ing fully in 
social :intercourse with his fellows, and tending 
to avoid unprompted aggressions against others, 
continues to defend, or learns increasingly to 
defend his own interest and activities against 
exploitations by others. 
The emotional development of the preschool. child is o:f 
greatest importance. Growth and development during the first 
five years are more rapid than at any other time of life. 
Yet parents . and teachers are impatient, tend to push the 
child and resent his inability to accelerate certain 
processes. Froebel., Freud and other students of child 
behavior have observed that the experiences of earliest. 
years are fundamental. in character and persOilal jty develop-
ment, and there are many erises in which all the child t s 
physical and psychic energy is needed for solving the 
emotional problems that confront him. His intellectual. 
power is inadequate to deal with his emotional troubles 
and most of the time he is apprehensive over whether his 
8. Jersild, .Arthur T. and Fite, Mary D .. The Influence of 
Nursery School Expe:dence. on Childrents Social. Ad,.iustment·, 
Bureau of Publications. Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York 1939. p. 1.08. 
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impulses will meet with adult approval, anger or indifference. 
His physical growth can not be :r;revent.ed except by disease 
or death. His mental growth however is intimately interwoven 
with his emotional devela,pm.ent, which can be arrested at a:n.y 
point during these first five years. Because the emotional 
development of the first five years is so important and 
proceeds at sucm highly individual rates, the nursery school 
set-up provides maximum leeway for individual tendencies,. 
as well as maximum stability of environment. Renee the 
chi1d receives consistent aud underatanding guidance to 
develop a well balanced personali cy in a n:urs.ery school. 
9 
Katherine I.andreth explains how nursery school hel.ps 
children in emot.ional development.. 
The nursery school has mue.b. to contribute to 
emotional de"'l'elopment. It offers the child 
co.m:r;anionship with children. his own age. From his 
e:x:pelience with e.quals he can build a truer picture 
of himself. He finds he is as able in. many ways as 
any of t.he others. He gains support against the at 
times overpowering adult world in which he can ne"'l'er 
c:anpete. on. equal terms. 
The physica~ environment. is free. from tmproductive 
frustrations. It also frOVides the child with the raw 
material necessary for a ~ogressivel.y-widenjng range 
of experiences and opportunities far creative 
expression ••••.•••• The richer and more Va.ried the range 
of experiences ••••••• the greater its contribution. in 
helping the child to savor life t s little moments and 
maintain. his equilibrium in. its more troubled ones .. 
9 .. Landre.th, Catherine Education of the Yaung Child, 
J"ohn. Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1942., p. 131. 
/, 
115 
The nursery school p,rovides for the childts physical 
growth. through preventive and remedia.~ healt.h measures. 
The balanced diet,_ goad health habits, outdoor activity, 
rest. and sleep periods, active play balanced by quiet activity 
to preven-t fatigue and ~er-stimnJation., examination. by a 
physician., all these eon-tribute toward building up healthy 
children. The prevention of disease and the promotion of 
optimum growth o:f the. children are the goals o:f t.b.e health 
program o:f a nursery school. 
1.6 
CHAPTER III 
PLANNmG A NURSERY SCHOOL IN 
THE. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
I. GENERAL SET UP 
Ho_t1sing An. old garage, a vacant plot, a railroad 
f.la..t. or a. summer cottage,.. a:n:y place Wher-e young 
children came together f'or pl2cy" used to be called a "Nursery 
School If. But after careful at~ of' many years the educators 
in the United States of America have s.et up c:.ertain. standards 
. which every nursery school. should maintain., if' it is t.o offer 
maximnm opporttmities for child devel.o.pment. Below are 
suggested s o.me m..inimum essentials f'o.r a. possible unit of 
thirty ehil.dren. 
Neighborhood A nursery school should be built. away from 
heavy industrial. smoke and d.l.l:!t. It should be 
accessible to transportat:i.an. 
Buildingt A A nursery s.choal should not be more than 
General 
Characteristic twa stories high. It aught to be close t..o 
the grotmd with direct. access from the play-room to the toilet 
and to the outdoor play area. Satiafa:etory toile'& arrangement. 
is number one on a list of desirable building features, as 
twa-three and four-year-old cbndren have to get. to the 
toilet often and it is :impor-tant. to bo.:I.ld up clean and 
independent habits in. using it.. 
1.7 
Indoor Space 
. ~-
Arrangement.. 
The Naticma.l Association for Nursery 
. ~ 
Educa tian. and various ather standard-setting 
groups have tried to fix. the space requirements in terms of 
I 
minimum square feet per child, such as thirty-five square 
feet per child for indoors and a hundred square feet.. per 
child for outdoors. The indoor s:r;ace should not be to.o big, 
:for it may suggest too much running, endless wandering and 
vigorous noisy play to the children. Instead it should be 
planned in a homelike manner which will provide a wholesome 
and :friendly environment. conducive to the emotional security-
of the children who will use it.. The building must be clean. 
and well lighted and properly ventilated. The window space 
should be at. least twenty percent o:f the floor space and 
windows should be low enough :for children to see outside. 
Enough windows in p~yrooms 1 kitchen and toilet well placed,. 
at children's height will give light without glare. 
There should be an isolation room designed to isolate 
the germs and not the child suspected o:f having them. It 
should be eut o:f:f from all. other rooms and may be glassed, 
so that. the child can see aut to the o.:f:fice or playroom and 
so that. he can be observed by an adult without going in. 
This room should have a private toilet and wash basin and be 
well lighted and ventilated. 
A properly equipped kitchen with adequate provisions 
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for cooking, refrigeration, garbage disposal, and storage is 
a necessity. 
An office which can. also be used for pr:-ivate conferences, 
equipped with chairs, desks, t.elephones and :file is a neces-
sity. 
Heating equipment where needed should be guarded so that. 
children are not burned on the hot apparatus. Electricity-
should be in proper condition inspected by building 
authorities. 
A properly equipped bathroom should have: (a) low :flush 
toilets, one for e.very ten children. Toilets should be 
inside building so that they are directly accessible on 
rainy days and can be kept heated. (b) Low wash basins. 
(c) Individu92.l wash cloths, towels and combs should be washed 
and disinfected each week. 
Outdoor 
-space 
Outdoor space ShQuld be one hundred square feet 
per child enrolled. The entire yard should be 
visible :from any spot in the yru:rd. The yard surface must 
drain water off. There should be some grass, trees, .sh~'bs, 
and flowers •. Hard surface :for wheel toys is needed. There 
should be a balance of snn and shade. A provision for a 
covered year for rainy daY outdoor play is very desirable. 
A fence, h~h enough to keep children safely enclosed, should 
be provided. A lock or catch on gate must be high enough 
to be out of children1 s reach .. 
-Sanitation and The walls, floors and outdoor parch must 
Safety- be wasbable. Sanitary conditions came first. 
There should be no breeding ground far flies within. three 
hundred feet of the building. Provision should be for enough. 
garbage cans. which should be kept clean. and unace.essible to 
the children. 
The ki:tchen.. ahauld· have s.creen doors. Exits should all 
open outward. Safety loe.k.s should he placed high up on exits 
to streets. An exit from each room to hall-way or outside and 
one exit. per fifteen children per room is recommended. 
Indoor 
Equipment 
The nursery school. must have certain. basie 
equipment.. Besides these minimum essentials 
there are many other desirable pjmes which. may he added later 
on as circumstances permit. 
1.. Enough tables to seat the number o.:f children enrolled 
in heights of 16, 18 and 2(1 inches according to age 
am. size of children. 
2. One chair per child eight.,. ten or t.welve inches high 
according to. age and si z.e of children. Also there 
m.u.s.t be a chair for the teacher. 
3. One eat per child in.. good state. 
4. One locker per chi 1 d. 
5. Cupboards for essential ma.. terials and a pen shelves 
for chi.ldren.t· s toys and blacks etc. 
6. One easel per ten children is r·ecamm.ended. 
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7. A bench a.f proper height pla.eed wherever chil.dre.n. 
I_leed to sit down. 
8. A phonograph :for each room. 
9. Piano. 
1.0. A sandbox. or sand table • 
ll. Teache.rs t chairs and table. 
12 .. Bulletin boards, one far staff, one for parents 
and one in each roam :for children. .. 
1.3• A filing cabinet. for records. 
Outdoor 
Equ:Lpment. 
All the i.tems me.ntione.d bel.aw should be 
standard· equipment... Many more ean be added. 
Here are ·the essentials: 
1. Same kind of climbing apparatus, light jungle gym, or 
tree house. 
2.. A sand box in each yard .. 
3.. Sand box toys. 
4. One swing per t.en ebildren with J.eather seat. 
5. Wheel toys like tri.cycle.s, kiddy ears and wagons. 
6 .. A rocking boat in each play-yard. 
7. Hall.ow b l..aeks • 
8 .. Two boards one foot.. six. inches by sixty inches long. 
9. Packing bo:x:.es of varying sizes. without a:ny splinters. 
10. Holl.ow barrels., one or twa per yard. 
ll .. Waste basket. 
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Materia.J.s Under this term minimum class room., 
household, offic.e, ··medical. and general. items are listed. 
l. Ease~ paints in. t.en col.ara sufficient for daily use. 
2. Brushes in. t.wa widths • 
3. Finger paint materials enough for da.:i.ly use. 
4. Blocks. Floor blacks in unit sizes. and hollow blocks. 
5. Clay. 
6 .. Crayons. 
7. Small wooden dolls. 
8 • In ter-lacld.ng t.ra.ins. 
9·.. Toy animals • 
~o. Dolls. 
ll. Doll furniture: doll bed, table, c.bairs and a box for 
clothes .. 
1.2. Dress. u.p· clothes far dramatic play. 
1.3 • Wooden beads. 
1.4. Puzzles. 
1.5. Peg boards. 
1.6. Blunt scissors. 
1.7.. Enough news-print.. 
lB.. Non-poisonous paste. 
19. Pencils. 
20: A ·few a tt.rac.ti ve well-mounted and well- placed pictures. 
21.. Children.' s scrap-books and picture books. replaced from 
time to time • 
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22. Sandbox toys , like. tin. cans , shovels , etc. 
23. Plants :for nature study. 
24. lVIilsica.l instruments. 
25. Office supplies. 
26. Dishes - one plate, glass., desert. dish, cereal dish, 
salad :fork and two teaspoons per child; :four s.erving 
spoons per t.en chi 1 dren. 
2.7. Clothing and linen, changes :for children, bibs.~ 
towels., aprons., sheets. and blankets. 
28. Coo-king ut..enails.. 
29.. Cleaning utensils • 
30. Teachers 1 books. 
II ORGANIZATION 
" .. 
An.. i.deal nursery s.chao.l must. be thoroughly organized .. 
The whole purpos.e of nurs.~ achoal organization is to 
s.tab~e and perfect. the envircmment. so that. children are 
safe, well superviaed and free t.a .play and learn.. Organizatim 
. is. the sum. total a:f planning for behavior and is a means 
toward an end in. a nurs.ery s.chool. That end is the making of 
a physical. and psychological atmosphere. in whicl:L every one. 
thrives. Ib. a well organ:iz.ed school t.he. building and the 
equipment. are maintained in. good order;, food and supplies are 
there as needed; the staff members know what. t.hey are expeet.ed 
to do i the program is carried out. as. scheduled; the. children 
are happy and actiye; t.he. parents are satisfied, and. the. 
.records are up to date~ 
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The natural conf:lic.t. be.t.ween. the intellectual, and 
intuitive paint. of view should be recognized and reconciled 
by- giving fUll credit and importance to both. The nursery 
school. needs teachers. 'W:ho are fully aware of c.oncrete details 
and teachers who are gifted with intni:tive insight.. With 
good organization t.b.a highly int.uit.ive teachers, who are so 
good w:it.h children, can function well in. t.he material world 
because the things. are well ordered. Otherwise if one is 
favored aver the other, t.he nursery school will be either 
regimented or chaat.ie. The organizational set up may be 
built. up from various sources but. onc.e established it. should 
be eom.pletely accept.ed. 
The general trend. of organiz:a t.iona.l set up is as follows: 
Board of 
Directors 
Many n.:ursery sc.haols are maintained by a 
governing board consisting o:f lay persons .. 
A small, ·well organiz:ed working board who attend rega.J.ar 
meetings and know of the work in some detail is very 
effective. This board is e:lec.ted yearly and is responsible 
:for setting policies, obtaining funds and securing personnel. 
The board employs a trained responsible person to take 
complete charge of a.peratiDg the schoo.l. The by-laws state 
what. responsibilities are ~legated by the board to the 
directors·· 
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_j Director The director is responsible for t.b.e total program. of the school and the coordination and 
-~!==~=====!!== 
I 
integration of all the services functioning in. the nursery 
school. If she is both teclm.ic:ian. and direc.tor, then she 
acts as a supervizing director. She is able to direc:t the 
staff and shows demonstrated ability whic.h is reflected in 
the school. 
Ih general she ia responsible for 
Teachers 
l. Assisting the governing bo.dy in. the determjnation. 
of pa.licies. 
2. Coordinating and integrating all phases e:f' 
total program through staf:! meetings aDd 
indiv~ual conferences. 
3. Assisting in the preparation of the budget 
after consultation with the other members 
of" the staff. 
4. Superviz.ing t,he health program. 
5. Organizing and supervizing the ~ducationa.l program. 
6. Determining admissions with the cooperation of 
the social worker (if" available an the staff). 
7. Directing in-service training a f the staff. 
8. Planning and participating in staff and in 
parent-teacher meetings. 
9. Seeing that the menus of total nursery-day are 
planned with the help of a nutritionist. 
There should be t.wo teachers in each group, 
ho-wever smal~ the gro.u.p rray be. One adult must be present 
at all times. A head teacher and an assistant or student-
teacher for each group is recommended. A good teacher loves 
children and understands them through knowledge of child 
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development and dynamic psychology. She is flexible , bas 
considerable emotional maturity, professional :interest, sense 
of responsibility and good health. At least. one teacher 
should bave musical ability-. 
The specific responsibilities of the teachers are 
outlined in detail in the educational program.. In general 
they consist. of. 
l .. Carrying aut. t.be daily educational program of the 
group. 
2.. Guiding the development o-:f each child in the group 
in all aspects o:f his personality and in accordance 
with his individual needs and capacities. 
a. Caring :for rooms and equipment as they are_ used. 
4. Keeping necessary records. 
5 .. Conferring with director concern~ policies and 
pro eedures of any special problem. 
6. Helping to ne.:intain good parent-staff relations. 
7 .. Doing morni.Dg inspections._ 
PhysiciaD.. A physician, a licensed doctor of medicine 
or a pediatrician, who likes children and works well with 
them is essential.. I:Ie nay be on part. time.. He should be 
amiable, kind, gentle and should possess a sense o:f humor. 
He is responsible for planning the. health program of the 
school. His special responsibilities may include the 
:following. 
l. Making all. pre-admission and semi-anmtal physica~ 
examinations of the children. 
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2. Taking full responsibility in case of ep:idemi.c 
exposure .. 
3. Assisting in the health eduea t:ion of' parents and 
tn. interpretiQg the school health program to th~. 
4. Being on call to provide medical care in case of 
accidents and emergencies. 
s. Assisting in the health education of the staff; 
instructions as to the best method of giving daily 
inspections and of the physical.. and nutritional 
needs of yo.ung chiJ..d.r-en. 
Cook A full-day nursery school should have a coo.k 
who is able to prepare food skillfull.y and keep the kitchen 
clean, and who possesses qualities which make her contacts 
with children pleasant.. She should have a basic understanding 
of the principles of' nutrition p:trticularly as applied to pre ... 
school.. children and be able to assume the responsibility for 
general management of the kitchen. 
Her dutie.s include: 
1. Planning w:ith the director the menus for the total. 
nursery-day wit.h morniDg juice,_ lunch and 
afternoon snack. 
2. Cooking meals. in a hygienic and sanitary way • 
. . 
3. Receiving and account:ing for all deliveries of 
food. 
Housekeepe.r It is helpful to. have a housekeeper. 
Since she will have n:any eontaets with the children she must. 
possess desirable pe.rs anal characteristics. 
Her particular dutie.s will include the fallowing; 
. (If there is no housekeeper these duties must be 
assigned to o.ther members of the staff.) 
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1.. Keeping all. places clean. 
2 .. Washing bibs 1 towels and small articles in daily use. 
3. Assisting with any nec.essary mending. 
-4. Supervising the who.J..e school. building. 
5. Helping the cook. 
6. Mak±ng purchase of food. 
Janitor His duties are; 
1.. Heating o:f the schoo.l. 
2 .. Caring for the plumbing and electrical. system. 
3. Caring for the grounds, building and large equipment. 
4 .. Washing windows and mopping floors. 
The director must see that every school duty is assigned 
to someone as a definite responsibility. No regular chores 
should be J..eft unassigned. A written schedule. helps keep 
every one cl.ear about her duties, especia.J..ly substitute and 
student-teachers, and avoids misunderstanding. The mu.l.-
tipl.ic.i.ty- of detail.. makes it hard to manage a nursery s choo.J.. 
efficiently and with. haimony. But. it should be c.l.earl.y 
understood that. educational and psychological. implications 
are inherent in all mechanics of nursery school J..if'e. 
A thoughtfully organized school. aims at educational. rather 
than administrative goals. 
Staff 
Relations 
The effectiveness of a unified and well 
-integrated service depends upon staff relation-
ships. One of' the rrajor ways of establishing good staff;... 
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relationships and of offering in-service training is the staff 
meetings • Staff mee.tings may be any or all of three types. 
(1) Administrative meetings, (2) Supervisory or instructional. 
meetings, and (3) social meet:rngs: 
The first staff meeting of each year will be .mainly of 
the administrative. type~ but as time elapses the supervisory 
meetings will predominate. The ~dministrative meetings will 
cover routine matters, an.naunceme.nt.s, ma:intenance problems, 
delegations of teacher assignment.s and appointment of 
committees.. The need for coo.perative planning and working 
in these areas emphasizes the principle that teacher 
participation should be a dominant characteristic of such 
meetings. 
The d:evelapment of staff members as a gvoup depends 
upon the success of the supervisory meetings. The instruc-
tional program should include: 
1.. Guest speakers who will. discuss various phases of 
preschool education. 
2. Reports of observations made by individual staff 
members. 
3. Plans far improvement or adjustment of the program. 
4. Means of effecting a more wholesome relationship 
with other organizations in the community; 
5. Discussions of general problems connected with the 
children~ parents or co1nm.unity. 
The :importance of cooperative t.hinking and planning 
necessitates a maximum amount of teacher participation. 
------------
Social meetings are most effective means of establishing 
satisfyirlg and friendly relations among staff members. 
They should be planned throughout the year. 
Although staff meet~s, if well conducted, are a ver.y 
effective means of coord:i:nating and integrating the total. 
program of the school and of determining the so.lutian of 
:r;roblems with which the staff is confronted, there are 
ma.:ny instances :in which individual conferences prove more 
appropriate and beneficda.l. Problems. of individual children 
or d:iff'icul.ties of individuaJ. staff members should be 
discussed privately with t.he director and with thos.e who 
are directly concerned. 
In-service · Ev'en in the United States staffing 
Training nursery schools with trained teachers is a 
major problem, because there are few teacher-training 
institutions. So the director of a school ahoul.d hold 
herself" responsible for planning for in-service training 
o::f' the sta.:ff. 
III PROGRAlVI 
The nursery school program reflects recent changes in 
edu ca. tJ:onal cone ept.s. Nat s.o .ma.ny years ago, ed.uc.a tion was 
thought of, as something imposed an a person. It often.. was 
unrelated to anything in his present living experience. 
At present the concept of edncati.an is, t.ba.t. it will help 
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.each person. develop sa that. he. will be enabled to attain. 
the maximum of his potent:i.ai:i:tie.s. The. ultimate aim of 
all education is the training and. gujoance of tJ:l.e whole 
individual in all the aspects of his personal.ity, 
spiritual,· intellectual,, soeial., emotional and physical... 
A well rounded program. which contributes toward this 
harmonious develapmen.:t of the cb.il.d.. must. he based on so.und 
objectives •. 
lO 
The fallowing fundamental. principles have been 
drawn up by outstanding leaders on nursery education: 
l. Children are persons. 
2. Education should a).]lzays be thought of as 
go.idance 
(teaching) which influences the development 
of persons 
(personalities) • 
3., Maturmg and learning must go hand in. band in 
the process. of development. 
4 .. It is :Important that. personalities be well 
balanced. 
Therefore in guiding children" we shaul.d 
aim to he~ them devel.op balancing traits 
at the same time t.b.at. we try to supply what 
they need far self realization. 
Some of tJ:Le balancing traits are: 
security an.d growing independence, self-
expression and self-control, awareness of 
self and social.. awareness,. growth in 
freedom. an.d growth. in. responsibility-, 
opport.unicy- to creat.e and ability to conform. 
1.0. Fundariient.al. Principles of Nursery Trajn:ing School. 
of Bas ton, May 194.4.. Mimeographed sheet. 
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The long ra:nge program. based upon pr:inc.~ples as 
stated above rill meet the needs of the chjJdren in. the 
nurs.ery school .. 
A. PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 
·Health The nursery school should have a 
constru.ctive influence upon the health of the children 
and the community. Good medical supervision is one of 
the basic. req~remen..ts. :f"or good health and a qualified 
physician mus.t be on the staff fer consultation. A 
balan.ced daily program which :t;r ovid.es the children with 
rest,. food and play for body and mind, :forms the basis of 
nursery school eygiene. The pl!"evention. of disease and 
the pr-omotion of optimum growth of' the. children are tb.e 
goals of' health pr--ac.t.ic.es. 
'Responsib~ties of the H.ealth Services (are); 
1.. Education of the parent concerning the health 
needs of t be. child. • .......... . 
2• Education. of' the staff by the pe.diatr~c.ia.:r:L, 
not only in. the. above factors important. tG 
the parent., but. in the spec:ial health problems 
involved in. group care of children, and in the 
use of community health resources. 
a. Evaluation of plant and equipment from the 
po.:int. of view of' health, sanitati.on and 
safety. 
4 .. Evaluation of the adequacy of the total program. 
frcun. the health standpoint... 
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5. Eva.JJlat.i.an af the health af children and staff 
members; with recommendations for adjustments 
or trea tmen. ts indi.ca ted. 
6. Cant.ral o:f i.nfectians. am.qng staff a:nd children. • ••••• 
7. Management of accidents. 
8. Referral :for special services when needed. • •••••• 
ll 
9. Keeping o:f medical. records.. · 
Sani.tat.i.on Sanit.a.ry eons:iderati.ona come :first. 
The Board o :f :S:ealt.h should c. ertify tbat. tb. e water supply 
is: pure, the s.ewage sys. tem sa tis :factory and. garbage 
properly cared :for and disposed of. Fresh air and light. 
h~lp keep the room a he.althy plaee o Every :n.u.r-sery .school 
needs ad~quate service t.o keep surfaces clean and :free from 
germs. 
Pre-Admission All persons who are workers in a 
· Exa..mina tion nursery sc.hool mus.t. be free. from ·diseas.e. 
'reachers, c. hi.ld.ren and parents nru.st. :e·oJ.l.ow certain. rule.s 
of hygiene. The init.ia.l. health exami.Da:ti.on of the teachers 
and other members. of the staff should incJ.nde chest x.trey-, 
vaceioa.tions, blood pressure, heart, hearing and vision. 
Pre-admission health. examination of the cbildren is 
meau.t. tQ promote health af the children as: well as to 
ll. Daytime Care:. A PartnerslU.p o:f Three Br> o:t'e·ssiona 
Child Welfare League o:t' .AirierJ..ea, !ric. MarCh: 1901:!'6, pp. m-
1.7. . . - ., . 
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prevent diseas.e from. spreadi.Dg in the nursery schao~. 
Children who sU:f'f'er from grass physical. def'eeta or iJJ.ness 
or who are f:eebl.e-m.ind.ed, should nat be admitted to a 
regu.J.a.r nursery sc.haol. as they need specially trained staff' 
to ~ok after them .. 
Morning Morning inspection is often_ bet.ter done by 
Inspection the teacher th:m. hy a visiting nurse, as she is 
in a better position to know the chlld1 s regular emotiona~ 
behavior' normal. akin color, eye expression, and posture, 
all o:f vbieh may reveal symptoms of illness. Moreover she; 
can follow up her suspicions by watch~ the child for the 
next few hours. 
The morning inspection is not primarily a medica~ 
·pro o cedur e.. It is of tremendous edn ca tional value as i. t is 
the first contact of ehild and parent with the schoo~, 
which often. sets t be to.ne for the day. The teacher mus. t. 
make every child fee~ tla:t ahe is gJa.d to. see him. The 
teacher's first step towards inspection is a. warm greet~ 
with word and smile, and the extension of her hand. The. 
important thing is tba.:t. inspect.i.on proc.eed with the child • s 
initiation of the pr-oc.ess, whether he offers his throat, 
his hands or just himself as a whole, t.o. look at first. 
The actual. procedure of inspection is comprised of a caref'u.l 
l.ook into the throat with a flash light, an inspection of as 
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much skin s.u..r:face as is necessary and a general siz:i:Dg up 
of the child r s well being. 
The teacher who, makes health. inspection mus-t be trained 
in all its detaila. She must recognize and distinguish 
quickly between what is normal.. and what is not. 
The morning exam.ina ti.o~ldaily insp ect:lon will cover 
Hair and scalp 
Skin, f'ace 
Neck 
Hands 
Body 
Eyes,. lids , 
mucous membrane 
Ears 
Nose 
Mouth, gums, 
muc a us membranes 
of cheeks_ 
Throat and 
Tonsils 
---
---
nits, pediculosis 
pallor or rash 
Acutely swollen 
glands 
eruption, scabies, 
impetigo, ringworm, 
posi.an ivy 
rash, ertLpti.on, 
ringworm 
redness, discharge or 
purulent , pink eye , 
trachoma, conjunctiva 
redness 
Discba.rge 
Dischar.ge - acute -
chronic 
redness, exudate 
redness, membrane 
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Isolati.on Routine isolati..on of any child 'Who shows 
signs of onc.oming iilness will go far toward protecting 
the health of' a group. A ~hild suspected of a communicable 
' disease or a common cold should be kept :in isolation till 
a parent can come to get him. Until then he should be kept 
as comfortable and happily occupied as possible, with 
different toys othar than. regular ones. 
First Aid There should be provision for a medic me 
cabin at in which first. aid ~tic les should be kept and 
locked. 
The health program is intimately c onnec.ted with the 
physical development of the child. ·Adequate diet, outdoor 
activity, rest and sleep periods,. active play balanced by 
quiet activity, good o.utdoor and indoor apparatus and play 
equipment. all contribute toward the building up of' healthy 
children. 
ESTABLISHING ROUTINES 
By routines are meant. eating, sleeping, toileting, 
dressing and morning health inspection. 
Learning to eat. right food is a necessary part of evecy 
chiJ.d1s educati-on.. Beyond the basic purpose of feeding the 
children, the object of lunch period is t.o teach them to eat 
a reasonable. variety of foods in optimum. amounts and t.a 
enjoy eating'" The right approach will foster desirable 
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habits and attitude in eating and will encourage social}¥ 
acceptable behavior at the table. on the childts own leve~ 
of ma.turity. For a good eating situation in the nursery 
school the right.. :foods well-cooked, good serving and eating 
proeedure, and the teacherts understanding of children's 
eating di:f:fieultie.s, are necessa.:z!lT. 
Every chi..lci will be expected to taste all foods served 
at the noon meal. The emphasis will be on tasting rather 
than cleaning the pla~e.. No c..hi.ld ia ever deprived of his 
dessert. The teachers will sit at the tables with the 
children ta serve their portions. As children grow in 
independence they will be perm.it.ted to serve themselves. 
The teacher should not try to make a child eat, should 
avoid tensions and scenes and should never give or take 
away .food as a reward or punishment. She should endeavor 
to ereat.e a calm, relaxed, cheerf"u.l atmosphere, which is 
conducive to desirable eating habits. 
Rest and s.leep are necessary :for good health and 
continuous. growth in young children. Children establish 
good or bad attitudes toward sleep at a very early age. 
Children. 'Who are new in the nursery school often show 
12 
resistance t.o lying down.. Ruth Updegraff defines r-est 
12 .. Up5iegra:ff, Ruth. Practice in. Preschool Edueation, 
Mcgraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New £ork 193&, p. 82. 
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as an antidote to fatigue and thus :includes activities other 
than sleeping.. Restful activities may be listening to 
musi,c or t..o a story, looking at. books or pictures. The 
objective of rest for the child is to teach and help him to 
re~, whan rest is appropriate. 
Nursery school has regular periods :for toileting. 
The aim for the washing routine is to establish habits of 
independence in toileting and washing. The pattern for 
learning in this rout:ine is largely detennined by the· 
attitude of the adult.. The adult should have a pleasant., 
matter-of-fact attitude toward toilet:ing. If so the child 
will enjoy this routine and his learning will be constructive. 
Most authorities now feel tla.:t t.o begin toilet trajning too 
young puts a great strain on the child and retards his 
learning instead of helping him. It. may also· upset him 
emotionally to such an extent that. his personality is 
affected. When a child is mature enough he will start 
using the toilet of his own accord. Until he is ready, 
he should be helped t..o learn to assume respo.nsibilit.y 
very gradually. 
In the dressing routine, children should be supervised 
aceording to their needs. At the beginning o:f the year the 
children mey be entirely dependent. upon the t.eacher. But. as 
the year progresses they develop s om.e independence which is 
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the goal. Here. as elsewhere there are individual differences 
and the ind.ependence fluctuates according to individual. 
moods.· 
It is expected of children to submit willingly to health 
inspection by teacher, nurse or doctor. Many children are 
conditioned against· doctors and physical. e.xamina tions very 
young because of unpleasant experienc-es. I:f the teacher's 
attitude is r:ight the children will develop at nursery 
school. a matter-.of.-:fac:t approach to health inspection. 
Eaeh day the child w~ll. do many things approximate~ 
the same way as on every other day. The childrenls ability 
to respond t.o the same stimulus in more or less the same 
fashion each time:, makes it possible to; have a nursery 
school. It is necessary t.o expect that certain responses 
will come from the children quickly and automatically and 
nothing guarantees this better t.han the stability and 
reguJarity of the stimuli. This does not mean regimentation 
because a good nursery school teacher does not insist upon 
rigid uniformity of responses but. instead is satisfied with. 
reasonably adequate reactions. 
MOTOR SKILLS AND MUSCUI..A.R DEVELOPl\!ENT' 
A yard of nursery school children is a yard in motion. 
Nursery school ut.ilizes childrents natural desire for activity 
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by supplying the play equipment. Space and large play 
apparatus provide opportunit;ies :for the development of 
large muscles. Both outdoor play and indoor play provide 
a medium :for large and small muscular development and 
motor coordination. 
The use of' jungle gym, balancing boards, swings, 
wagons, tricycles, sliding boards, teeter-totter and 
hollow blocks, develop the la.J:>ge muscles.. Opportunity 
:for small muscle development and :finer motor coordination 
is provided by nan.ipula:ting toys, pegs, puzzles, crayons, 
:finger );:a.int ings , beads , clay, but toning c lathes, etc • 
The manner of' us.ing the equ~pmen t and play materials, 
interest in activity and skill, va:ry :from one age level. to 
another and from individual to individual.. The teacher 
should be aware of' these variations and should plan 
challenging activities :for each child and according to 
his mat uri cy. 
B;. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Difficulties exist in working out relationships with 
equals and in accepting the limitations that are necessary 
in a group. Some .children withdraw, some are defensive 
or aggressive and same are :friendly and seem to expect 
friendliness :from others. In spite of the conflicts and 
problems which occur in nursery school it. is important that 
all children :find su.ccess. in relationships w:lth people of 
their own age. In guiding the social deveJ..opment. o:f the 
child, the ultima"te goals are: 
1. to provide soc :ia.l contact vdt.h other children 
and with understanding adnlt.a 
2. to present opportunities :for learning to respect 
the rights and property o.f' others and to share 
and. take t. urns 
3. t.o encourage certain degrees o:f conformity and 
cooperation. which are necessary :for the well-
being of t.he individual and the group 
4. to. devel.op oon:fidence. in themselves and in adults 
5. to promote the feeling of s ecurit.y and confidence 
which is the essential basis f'or learning social. 
skills. 
The teacher helps the child by accepting him in the 
group. A good relat.ionshi.p with the teacher is importan:t 
in helping him grow as a person outside his family. To be 
o:e· real assistance t.o the child the teacher should have a 
:full unders. tanding of' hoviT children may be exp ec.te.d to 
behave at each age level.. The next step is to study the 
individual characteristics o:f each c.hild f'or :formulating 
methods of approach that will :faa ter wh.alesome. relations 
between teacher and child. Consistency in affection, 
di.scipl.ina and keeping o:f promises on the part of' the 
teacher is essential if' the child is to develop a coop era t.ive 
attitude t.cward adults and toward t.he group. The teacher 
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can. help him most- by helping him discover that being with 
o.ther people is fun. e. The teacher should heJ.p the children 
like each other more in order t.o achieve aocial sa tis faction. 
The purpoae of nursery edu.cat..ion. ia n.ot only to help the 
child develop his. awn. individual capacities in suitable 
fashion., but it is also to aoc:.i.aliz:e him, that. is, to 
teach him how to enjoy the comp3.Ily of others and to have 
others enjoy his company_.. 
Much o:f all this is. done through the. t.eacher r s 
guida:nc.:e of the child.ren.ts play:- play which constitutes 
a large part of tha nursery school daily program.. 
C.. EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMSNT 
The teacher should. share the responsibility with the 
parent to aid the child in developing a rich and controlled 
emotional life.. Her part in this. might. be described as 
follows: 
1. The Illli!'s.er·y school teacher can help to increase 
a child t s feeling o..f. security and adequacy by 
accept:ing him as he is , his f eeli.Dgs. and his. 
behavior,, knowing that. there are reasons. for 
the way he :feels. and act.s.. She should recogniz.e 
that hitt:illg and ather forms of motor expression 
o:f fee.li.ng are normal far a young child. 
2.. She should help him find acceptable outlets for 
his feelings .. 
a. The teacher should try to meet the childts 
emotional. needs as he indicates them through. 
his. pattern of behavior, such as narvous 
habits at" speech disorders. 
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4. Tb.a teacher should acquire skill in handling 
the children, increasing their c onf'id.eime, 
making suggestions in a positive way, redueing 
difficulties in. the situa ti<l!la they :face, and 
adjusting her demands to fit their capacities. 
5. The t.eacher should make each child feel la-ved 
and valued enough so tha:t.. ha can meet the 
demands made upon him.. 
6. She should. give the. children. positive guidalme 
in han.d.ling their emotions.. 
7. Music, art. and active play will. aerv-e as 
channels :r· or release of t.ension. Such 
activities wi.ll bring about a relaxed condition 
physically and em.otiona 1 Jy. An atmosphere of 
happiness, of secur:Lty J of .be:i.ng wanted, of 
confidence and of love, is essential for the 
child who is to face the reality of his. own 
feelings of anger,. fear and :r;:ain.. 
D. mTELLECTUA.L DEVELO~ 
The intellectual development o.:f the child is closely 
interrelated with all the activities in the program. 
Education is considered as guidance t.oward optimum 
physical, mental, emotional and soc:ia.J_ development.. 
Play materials :fat"m an. importa:n.t element in 
edu.cat.ianal guidaiiJ.ce. Proper use ~ materials is an. 
essential educational process. Providing play activities 
which challenge the child to think and to do, ia to. 
stimulate desirable intellectual attitudes. 
The teacher gives the children~ opportunities to 
make choices involving decisions on their- part, to 
dete:tmine the rela. tive merits of the chosen and discarded 
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alternatives, to encourage reasoning, judgment and problem-
solving. She giyes logical.. reasons for he.r requests, 
suggestions, commands or procedures. 
Children who ask for help when c onfront.ed by problems 
are encouraged to locate the cause of their difficulty, 
with a view to decreasing pr ogressivel.y their dependence 
on the teacher. 
13 
Sus~ Isaacs wrote: 
The school, the teacher and the teaching 
alike. are s :imply a c.Jarifying medium through 
which the facts o~ human life and the 
physical world are brought. wit.hin the 
measure o:f' the child ts mind at successive 
stages of growth and.understanding. 
Thus a nursery school offers the· child a vantage p~in~ 
from which to survey the world around him.. Young children 
are very dependent. on the experiences they have. Their 
·experiences are the raw materials from. which they develop 
concepts necessary for understanding. It is the teachers' 
duty to see to it that the experiences are wisely related 
to the children's interests and level of devel.Qpment. 
The teacher stimuJates their natural curiosity and helps 
them to develop the capacity for unifying their knowledge. 
. 1.3. Isaacs, Susan.. Chapter V~'The Experimental Con-
struetion.of an Environme:nt. Optima.l. :for Mental Growt.J:ill'in 
·A ita.ndbook of Child Psychology·: Edited by Carl Murchison, 
CJark University Press,, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1931. 
P• l32. 
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The ahild through his experienaes grows in his knowledge 
of the physical. world around him. - earth, sky, plants, 
animals and people. Children, from early in life, need to 
know how to go to first hand sources in quest of knowledge 
rather than to be entirely dependent on t.he authoritative 
word. They need to learn to weigh and measure, to cheak 
and challenge wbat. is given them. The nursery sahoo~ 
provides an environment which. offers materials :for testing 
. 
thought through observ-ation, explora"tcian and experimentation. 
SUch testing comes when c.ontaat.s with nature abound and the 
teaaher understands the children' s need, can answer their 
questions and lead them to fuller knowledge. 
The a hild is made aware of his physical environment.. 
He develops his conaepts through actual experiences with 
water, earth, sey, anjma~ plants, etc.,. which w~ be 
initiated by the child t s questions but enriahed by wise 
guidance of the teacher. The teacher should see that the 
environment. ·is rich. in opport.unit ies for nature experiences. 
The teacher should help the child to establish and maintain 
a sense of security, of safeness, through his acquaintance 
with the environment.. 
The ahild discovers the ways of man. He disaovers 
that there are differences in the way different people live •. 
He is coming upon ways of travel, c.ommunications, transporta-
tion, man's indepenQ.ence, his need fai? food, shelter, alothing, 
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machinery, etc.. ·The children in the nursery school should. 
go for excursinns which will further children1 s social 
science experiences. The. teacbe.r should see that the 
children have material.s t.o rep:t"'oduc.e the world and ways 
of men in t.heir dramatic. play. 
The childts development o:f language is an. essential 
part of his development. as an. individual. The nursery 
school teacher should provide many sensory and kinaesthetic. 
contacts for the children so that the.y can. talk about many 
things. The teacher should encourage acquisition of 
voc.abu.J..ary and correct use of words. The teacher should 
give opportunity to the children to hear and to talk. 
No attempt should be made to curtail their monologue as 
they go about their activities. Listening to stories, 
telling their own stories, naming pictures, hearing the 
words of songs and poems, chanting rythm.ically, all these 
help children t.o learn language • The teacher should use 
correct terms in relation to objects and activities. 
The teacher should help children t.o acquire a feeling of 
power to express themselves in speech rather than a feeling 
of inadequacy. The teacher can record the children's 
rt)wtbmic, natural flow of patterned words and repeat them 
as their own stories or poems, being careful not to kill 
their spontan.iety. Simple. field trips will help children 
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develop new c. oncepts and enlarged vooabulary. 
Aesthetic development. tlrough music. and rtwthm. should 
be encouraged f~st by spontaneous expression o:f tlle 
children. T.be. teacher fos.ters the childrents interest. in. 
and enjoyment of' singing by her own spontaneous singing in 
the nursery school. The teacher provides the children with 
opportunities to listen to music. The teacher observes the 
chi.ldrents rytbmic. ac.tivities during their f'ree play, and 
gets c.ues as to their interests and le.vel of' development.. 
and develops it. in the music period. Equipment in the 
nursery school yard which provides rytbmic. bodily 
experiences,. and simple musical instruments indoors, 
such as taps tic.ks, rattles, drums, triangle, gong, child t s 
harp,. tuned bars or bells, foster readiness for music and 
~~hmic. experienc.es. 
For aesthetic development. the teacher provides plastic 
med:ia such as paints, f':i:nger paint., cJay, crayons, blocks, 
sand, etc. These are used f'or creative expression by the 
children. Through manipulation the child gets confidence 
in his ability and sense of' achievement. They also find 
other emotional release. Through them. he c.an project. his 
doubts, ha t.reds, fears 2 wanderings outside of' himself', and 
in doing so can find some relief'. The teacher helps the 
c.hild learn how to use art med:ia., by demonstration, 
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suggestion, and approval of' constructive and s ld 1 J f'ul. 
use of' them. The teacher s.hows interest in the children.ts 
work in order to encourage further development.. 
Dl RECORDS 
-
Knowing the. whale cbi..ld. is an ideal.. of education. 
Records contain spe.cific and de.finitely observed items 
about a child 1 s behavior.. In the nursery school records 
play an important role in helping bath teachers and 
parents to unders.tand the childts behavior and thus more 
ef':fectiv.ely guide his development. They al.ao bui.ld up 
a sense of rapport. between school and home.. One o:f the 
mos. t accurate means. of oh taj n ing an. all round picture of' 
the child t s growth and development is from cumulative 
records. There are twa general types o.f records, gt-oup 
and individual. Below is a list of essent:ia.l records 
which a nurs.ery school a hould keep. 
Group Records 
Individual 
RecordS 
(1.) Registration, (2) A tt.endance, (3) Weight. 
and height, (4) Immunity chart, (5} 
Chronological. chart, an.d, (6) EJ iminat.ion 
chart. 
(1) Registrat ian card; information regarding 
the c. hild t s f'amily. 
(2) Medical record: infcrmation concern.i:ng 
_the childts pbysiqal development.. 
(3) Family case reccrd:. information 
regarding family backgrou:nd.. and record 
of contacts between school and the child t s 
f'amily. 
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( 4) General. cumulative recor-d: This wiJ..:L 
. be compiled :tram all other r~c.ords and 
will. s.how an. approximate picture of the 
childfs growth and development, physical., 
emotional., social. and intell.e.c.tual.. 
(5) Development record: Thia ia a periodie 
record of e:ach c.hildt s personality 
deve lapment noted under various headings .. 
V DA.ITX SCHEDULE 
It. is important t . .bat a program. be followed carefull.y 
by clack time.. Children tbriv:e under regularity, but 
programing does not mean regimentation. Sin~e no rigid 
division of time can be na.de· in the nursery school., the 
division of the day into large bl.o.c.ks of time. is more 
desirable than. fixing of ape.cif'ic. activities. The pla.mrl:ng 
of auc.h blocks of time should be left to the discretion of 
the individual t.eac.her. The appropriate time far music:. and 
story may vary according to the needs and interests of the 
group. 
A sample follows: 
8:45 - 9:30 Arrival; morning inspection; 
free play. 
9:00 - 10:00 Free play • 
.. 
9:45 - 1.0:45 Wraps off; toilet, wash; juice; rest.. 
10i40 - ll;3o Free play. 
1.1.:20 - 12;00 Wraps off; toilet,. wash; rest. 
12:00 - 12:45 Dinner. 
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12:30 - 2:45 Toilet; prepare far afternoon nap; 
nap. 
2:30 - 3:30 Up from nap; toilet; milk; prepare 
for dismissal; play. 
VI PARENT EDUCATION 
.. . . . 
One of the main obj ec.tives of nursery sc.hool education 
is the education o:f the parents, s:inc.e the.y are the ones. 
who. have the greatest inf'luenc.e on the c.hild's life. At 
this age, a cbiJd ia learning about himseJ..f and the world 
he lives in. Both at home and in nursery s.choal he. pleys, 
res ta and learns to adapt himself t.o t.ha various demands 
made on b.is activities. It is importa:n:t. that there be 
reasonable consistency between nursery s.chaal an.d home. 
Therefore child t s home. and school activities. may be closely 
14 
related in the nursery years. As Lewin says. n-surraund:ings 
are always. a part. of the personff:. 
Parents and teachers should willing]¥ share any 
information whic.h would be o:f value in guiding the child. 
Schools vary in their emphasis on parent. education 
pr·ograms. In general all schools recognize that. there 
should be some cooperation. between teachers and parents, 
and that there should be some. ac.tive contacts between. them • 
.. 
14. Lewin., Kurt. "The Process o:f Personality Develo-pment«·, 
Parent Education., April, 1937. P. 3, 6-8. 
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Casual. Contacts An inforilla.l contact. durillg morning 
insp eet:lcm helps., wbe:n mother ma.y pass on to the t.eaeher 
some i:n.format.ion regarding the chiJ.d or his home which. 
rray be of val.ue in unders. tand:ing his behavior. These brief' 
contacts at. the beginning or at the end of the school day 
have. great,est value in. building up sound. }mman relationships 
of friendliness, understanding and confidence between parents 
and teachers. 
Conferences There are formal conferences which are 
and Meetings pl.anned in. advance to bring together parents 
and teachers.. They are prof'it.abl.e meetings. if the questions 
can be raised and explored through discussion. Frequent 
social. gatherings, educational. meetings, meetings to prepare 
gifts ~- surprises for children, promote :triend.ly relations 
and a sp:lri.t. of cooperation among parents. 
Part.icipat,:i.ng in groups which carry on projee.ts or 
take part in activities strengthens a parentt s feeling 
about. his. ability to meet. situat..iona. 
Reading and 
Observat. ion 
A .library specially planned :for the 
us.e o~ parents which. con.ta:ins. books on 
child development and reJa.t.ed topics w:lll he of' val.ue t.o 
. parents in unders:tand:ing and guj djng the.:i.r children._ Most 
parents need orientati.on in child development.. They ean be 
hel.ped through actual ohs.er\rat.ion. Parents w:ll1 observe 
Bnston Umv~:~sn:y 
School of Education 
Library ...- .. _., 
~-·--' 
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the t.eachert s b.an.dling of di:fficnl.t. si tuat.ions. and. guiding 
children toward purposeful activities.. 
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CHA.PTER IV 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA AND IND JA 
Cultural. anthropology begins at. home. So the family 
still remains tba most fundamental. unit of cultur-e. The 
family is a cultural group because i.t brings within its 
orbit. persons of different age and sex who renew and 
reshape the ways of society into which they are born. 
The home. serves as a cultural laboratory for t.ransmit'tin.g 
old tradit-ions to the. nex:t generation and for creating new 
social values. The spirit and organization of the :f'ami..ly 
reflect the historic c.ul~ure. Whether a culture is a 
totalitarian or a democ.rat.ic one if reflected through the 
family organization. The first subordinates the. individual 
completely to the family-head, demands auto era tic parent ..... 
child relationships 2 and despotic discipline of the child,. 
and it completely disregards the individuality of a person. 
Whereas in a democratic fa.mily, the dignity of the individual 
is affirmed, reciprocity of parent-child relationships is 
favored, and humane discipline of the child through guidance 
and understanding is encouraged. 
To understand a family therefore one needs to know the 
attitude of parents toward their children. To understand a 
particular child one must know the geographical.. environment., 
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(land, sea and other physical features).which influences 
the living of his people and creates the characteristics 
of their culture. The social env-ironment also should be 
considered in order to understand the child. The standards 
and beliefs and hopes of people liv:ing in a particular 
area influence the people and in turn affect the men tal-
make-up of the child. And lastly the biological heredity 
to which the child is the heir is an important consideration. 
UNITED ST.-\TES OF AMERICA 
The following observations regarding th.e culture of 
15 
the United States were made through books and in the 
course of the writert s stay in that country f'or more than 
two years ranging tram December 1948. to February 1951, 
through direct contacts with people, fellow students and. 
pupils of public, private and university schools both in 
the west and east coasts of' America. The writer had ample 
opportunity to observe and to formulate the opinions . expressed 
15. Lynd, Robert s. and Lynd, Helen Merrel: Middletown 
in Transition, Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York; 1937, 
XV - 640 pp. 
and 
I.zynd Robert s. and Lynd, Helen Merrel: A Study in 
Contemporary American Culture, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York; 1929, Xp - 21 - 3 - 550 pp. 
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in this paper e.ither by working in or by visiting the 
schools· mentioned below .. 
U .. C .. L. A Demonstration Nursery and Elementary School, 
LOS Angeles, California 
McKinley Pul;>lic School2 Santa Monica, California 
Public School, 54th Street, Los Angeles, California 
Demonstration School, Claremont University 
Golden Gate Nursery School,. San Francisco, California 
University Experimental Schoa:l, Iowa City, Iowa 
William McKinley Public School, Boston., Massachusetts 
Buckingham. School (Private), Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Shady Hill School (Private), Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Nursery Tra:ining School, Boston, Massachusetts 
Ruggles Street Nursery School, Roxbury, Massachusetts 
Hecht House Nursery School · 
Cambridge Nursery School, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Belmont Day Schoa.l, Belmont, Massachusetts 
Jewish Community Center Nurser.y School, Brookline 
Massachusetts 
Public School, Malden, Massachusetts 
Nursery School, Wellesley College, Wellesley, 
Massachusetts 
Cabot School, Newton, Massachuset,ta 
Nursery School, Wilton, New Rampshire 
Fresh Meadow Nur~ery Schaal, Fresh Meadow, New York 
City and Country School, New York City . 
Harriet Johnson Nursecy School, 69 Bank Street, New York 
United Nations Interna.tipnal School, Jamaica, 
Long Island 
The friendliness of the people of the country helped 
the writer to verify her opinions formed through books and 
direct experiences and to generalize about family life, 
its hopes and ideals, and the cultural background of the 
children of the country. The writer also had the privilege 
of having unique, int.imate and happy experiences living 
with families in the United States. Thus the ideas about 
United States of.America culture as expressed in this 
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chapter are the ~educt of the writer's personal experience 
in the manner stated above. 
Though some characteristics predominate in the 
different. parts of America, still the geo.graphica.l. and 
consequently the s oe ial make-up of children vary 
considerably from east, mid-west., west and south. regions .. 
References are made by Claudia Lewis in her book ttChildren 
17 
of the Cumberland)' regarding the difference in the cultural 
,_ 
background of the children of the United States in different. 
regions. In Arkansas children live in s lant:ing shacks in 
the midst of' endless cotton rows, whereas in a city in the 
east children play in canyon like streets lined with high 
prick and concrete build:ings on both sides.. The southern. 
mountain children know only small cabins .and enclosed life 
of the wooded Appalachian slopes. In the north-west children 
can look up daily to snow-capped peaks.. Children who live 
beside the sea grow up with that sa-und in their ears and 
spaciousness before their eyes • Children who live in towns 
with their backi/ards,. house-close-to-house, differ in their 
outlook from the children who have spaciousness of pla..in 
stretched aut before them.. 
Though Americanization is going on througtL public: 
education, spread of_ :industry, radio, motion pictures, air 
17. Lewis, Claudia ·Children of the Cumberland-
C:olnmh;::~ TTTd<trA-r-~itv Press. New v ~K l946. 
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It 
travel, etc .. still even now there are vast. differences 
between t.h.e people of different. parta of the United States. 
Though the differences are fast disappearing still 
s~nifi~t. characteristics ean be recognized ~ specifi~ 
groups.. 
Since the background of t.he D.Ur'Se:J!Y' school. is supposed 
to be the eastern part of the .United States, the deacription 
of that apecif"ic group and ~nviranm.ent will. be helpful. .. 
There will be no at tenq;>t to make sweeping gene.raliza tions 
concerning these cultural. trends <r concerning the pattern 
of the eommnni:ty as a whole... There are too often. individuals 
who do not fit into such descriptions., they act and are 
reacted upon,. \\hich in turn might change the "trend a.l. together 
after some time, thus changing the cultural.. pattern its.el.f. 
The conditions. under which the children are growing up today 
in America are entirely different ~am that. of a :few 
generations ago. Indus.trial.izat.i.an and the necessary 
corollary of urbanization have come to stay. The city, 
the symbol. of technological civi 1 i zation, has it.s own 
pe cul.iar character is tics .. 
The geographical environment may differ from place to 
place but. t.he cities have a few things in c OIDillOn, such. as, 
lack of apace, rus.h and go., very lit:t.le contact with nature, 
and lack of sense of belonging t.o the immediate neighborhood .. 
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The clima ta o:f the eastern part o:f the United States 
is temperate. A brisk and invigorat:ing climate almost all 
the year round gives people an enormous amount. of energy 
to work and be active. The climate has the sam.a effect 
on the children. The slightest. exertion even in play 
tires out a child in a warmer climate. 
The :family unit. in the United States invariably 
consists of husband, wife and_ their child.ren. In some 
famj J i es if either of tbe. parents is divorced the children 
of the former wife or husband share the same home. 
The biological. heredity of' these children is a mixture 
of all the European races wi. t.b. a o.me infuaion of Negroes, 
Orientals and Ame.rican Ind::i.ans.. A typical public schaOll 
has all ldnds of children, rich and poor; negro, caucasian. 
·and oriental; Protestants, Catholics, Jews and others; 
lagitimat.e and i.llegit.imate. They came from all the 
groups that. make up the cosmopolitan population of America. 
The social environment o:f the children scareely could 
be called homogeneous in the. s.imple ~cial, religious or 
cultural sense. The J.anguages spoken by the children at 
home include English, Ital:i.an., Chinese, Ge.zman., Irish, 
Japanese, Spanish, SWedish, Portuguese, French, Russian,, 
Hawaiian and many others. Since English is the state 
language it is also tbe. teaching medium in United States 
scho.a.ls. This common language is one a.f the factors 
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which is. helping to make. a synthesis of all the different 
cultures in the lao..d. 
The soc.ial and econa.mic. status of the parents vary 
widely if a publi~ s.c:hool group is c:.a.nsidered. . Some parents 
are unskilled laborers, some are c:ollege professors,. some 
parents are on t.he border of illiteracy, soma are Doctors 
of Philosophy. The difference in. ec:on.amie and family 
status i.s shown when. chiJ..ciren are brought. tG school by 
nurse-maids, 'Chauffeurs, grandparentst parents or o.lder 
brothers and sisters. The children COlil.e- from solid normal. 
homes and from broken homes where parents are separated or 
have remarried. The perc:.en.tage of cbj 1 dren from broken. 
homes is mueh small.e.r than commonly supposed. Both parents 
of some children are engaged :in professional work as a 
matter of choice, making it necessary to turn the children 
over to maids in t.he a.f't.er-school hours. Other children 
have mothers who w:ork outside t.ha home. out of necessity. 
Some mothers speni almoat all their time at home. The 
mothers of children who come. to school. may be divorced, 
dead, in hospital, crippled, mentally disturbed, unbalanc:ed 
or deranged, cruel and negligent. They mey· have only one 
child or three or more under six. years o:f' age. Though most 
of the. parents can foll..ow. the general. trend of the caunt.ry-
~ a small proportion. of parents take. an intelligent. and 
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devo-ted interest in the devel.o.pment. of their children. 
In his fundamental constitution a city chi~d in the United 
States is not much different. from. the rural child of fifty-
years ago, but. the cuturu cam.p~ex in which he lives has 
both s.brunk.en. and expanded to an almost fantastic degree, 
shrunken by the confines of an apartment.. without brother 
or sister at. ana extreme, expanded by the spa.ee defying 
technologies of radio, te~evisian, m.ot.ion. picture, 
telephone, auto..m.obi~e and airplane. These paradaxica~ 
extremes have co.mp~icated the whole process by which.. t.he 
child is initiated into the c:o.lt.UJ?e of todey". The apartment 
child has been greatly deprived of his former rural. 
co.m.pan.i.ons human and a:ojmal. Living space has contracted 
perhaps to a single roam. with. one or two. windows. He has 
not. got amp~e intimate contact. wi.th growing life, with 
other children, with a varie:ty of ad~ ts. He is deprived 
of the. human. re1ation.a which were a natura~ part of' family 
life in a simp~er culture.. The American. nursery school. 
ma.y be interpreted as a reaction to the psychol.agica1. 
needs of the urban. child .. 
A childts place in the family in t..he United States 
and the at t.i tnde of parents t.a.nz:ard him have changed 
considerably now-a-days. In city homes ~ described by 
l 
I 
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Claudia Lewis it is often considered not only necessary 
but. advisable to. put the childrents bedtime and mealtime on 
regular schedule which is entirely different from those of 
parents and adults. They limit children t s diet to foods 
that are good for them, though the adults may eat what is 
denied to children. The parents leave the children at home 
when they go out in the evening. The parents expect the 
children to adhere to a special routine suitable for 
themselves. In a family where mother works as well as 
father because she prefers and not out of necessity, 
a maid takes the child out. to. play in the park in the 
afternoon. Thus the child has very little contact with 
his parents • Many of' the parents who ba ve grasped the 
developmental philosophy of child-care no longer believe 
and practice authoritarian discipline. They do not c-onsider 
disobedience as much of a crime as failure to grow in 
ability to control themselves. Of course there are 
:families who exercise authoritarian discipline which 
tends to be severe, or even cruel. 
The family unit s ometime.s becomes a complex 
institution when it consists o:f' husband, w:if'e, children 
and grandparents.;. There is a chance o:f divided l.oyalty 
of the children. 
17. Lewis, Claudia Children of the Cumberland' 
Columbia. University Press .. New ::Zork I946. 
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Gese l.~ opines that. 
·The mother and father should be responsible 
for the government and management. of the home. .. 
They as parents (and not as children of their 
own parents) should determine the goals of the 
family life. On matters of so-called di.s.cipline 
the judgp1ent at the pa..ren.t.s ought. to prevail. 
Grandmother can cJaim no natural. authority in 
these matters, although her consultat,ive wisdom 
rra.y often. prove inval.uable. 
Thus though the emotional. bands with grandparents or 
relatives exert a broadening and beneficial influence on the 
development of the child's personality-, they are not 
permitted to overstep their prerogatives. The parents are 
the sole authority in matters of discip~ine and goals of 
fam~ life. Naturally the parent-child relationship is 
more intimate and intense. It depends an the individual 
temperament of parent.s whe tb.ar the relationship is flexible 
or rigid. 
Parents in t,be United States :in general, encourage 
developmental detachment among their children. It is 
expected that. at a cartain age or after they get a job, 
the children who have n:a.tured t.o be adolescents or youths 
detach themsalves from the family and start their own life 
as a separate unit.. Though the parent.s have sufficient 
emotion~ attachment, still the.y no longer have any 
18.; Gesell,. Arnold and Ilg,. Frances L. The Ghild From 
lf·ive to 'fen, Hamish Ramil.ton Ltd .. , Landon W.C.l end 
Ed. P• 331.. 
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responsibi.lity to their children Wlib.atsoe.ver. On the other 
hand when the parents are o,ld and have retired, they can not 
claim any assistance from their children, nor does society 
d~anci i.t though it i.s :frequently given. Whether a parent 
is versed in the development.a.l.. philosophy of chi.ld care 
or nots he in some. tangible or intangible way: impresses 
upon his children the need to be progressively independent.. 
in judgme:n:t. and to earn their own living. A child in any 
culture is born into a religious. group. He has no other 
choice. Religious practices, morals and ideals which are 
translated into the way of life of his cultural group are 
J..eamed by children.. In the United States and :in Europe 
religious practices are more or less of a community 
character. It is not individualis tie. in the strictest 
sense of the t.erm as the Hindu religion is.. It put.s 
emphasis on the im~we.ment of soc.ie.ty as a whole and the 
ind.i.vidual as a member of' the whole c ames as a natural 
sequence. A child is initiated into religious practices 
by his mother at mealtime and bedtime prayers and through 
church. Moral concepts are develOped within the family and 
also moral training is given by the family. People ma.ke 
virtues out of aelf-contro.l, foresight., individu.a.J_ achieve-
ment. and responsibilitys through a discipline which. uses 
reward and punishment and affectionate at tenti.on from 
mother and fathe-r. 
INDIA. CALCUTTA 
India is termed a sub-conti.ne:O.t_: There is a vast 
differenc.e in physical features, climate, race, religion 
and way of living :from. north to south and east to west. 
The chief characteristics of India are its vast.n.ess and 
its variety. The area of India at present is aJm.ost equal. 
to Europe including Russia. Ind~ stretches over twenty-
nine parallels of Ja titude , and :from 8 t north to 37 t north. 
Itidiats variety is the c.orollary of its vastness. In its 
huge expanses are included sandy deserts, thick forests 
and fertile sa.il, t.ha souther-n. table land and the wide 
plains of northern.. India., the world l s highest mountains 
. and the low-lying f'Ja ts on the s.eacoast. that. are covered 
by every tide. 
According to e.t.hnographers and historians the huge 
population is composed of numerous racial elements. Some, 
as Kolar ian and pre-Dravidian, go back to neolithic times, 
some are p~e-historic, such as Aryans, some. are historica.I. 
inVaders like Alexander• s Macedonians, Saks, Huns, Moghuls 
and Pathans up to the British in recent. times. 
According t.o linguistic expe.rts the inhabitants of' 
India. speak between. them twelve. princips..l :languages and twa 
hundred and twenty dialects. There are in India seven 
principal religions, Hindni sm, Islam, Buddhism, Jainism, 
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Sikhism, Christianity and Zoroastrians. The people o:f 
India observe many different custoins and belong to 
different stages of' civilization, from primitive tribes 
to progressive and highly educated individuals. India in 
short,. is a living museum of' race, language, culture and 
religion in different stages of development. 
In spite of' its diversity in physical, economic and 
sociological features a thread of unity runs throughout 
the land, as eighty-four per cent of the population live 
on agriculture. But the present cities, the creation of 
British rule and lately indu~try, are completely different 
from rural India which is the real India. Unfortunately 
·distinct social cleavages exist between rural and urban 
society. Since this study is concerned with a city, 
a description of it is ne.c.essary. 
Geographically Calcutta is situated in the eastern 
part of India. It is an ~land port which gives an 
international character to the city., 
nationality in the clubs of Caleutta .. 
One meets every 
Climate is tropical, 
temperature goes dawn to 50 fahrenheit sometimes and rises 
up to l07 fahrenheit in May and June. The ape cial 
characteristic is its oppressing humidity.. Torrential 
rains during the monsoon months of June to September 
sometimes paralyze the traffic system of Calcutta. The rest 
of the year it is pleasant to live and work .. 
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It is the most unplarmed city in the world. By the side 
of palatial buildings one will :find the dilapidated huts of" 
a slum without the mjnimnm facili.t.i.es far bnman ~eed for 
existence. The-re is very li:t.tle open space s.uch as parks 
for the children or adults. Big open spaces. and parks are 
near tbe offi.c.e qua.rt..e.rs. which are far removed from the 
conges.ted resident:iaJ_ quarters. 
During the last tbree years tbe papulation bas increased 
to a. fantastic. number.. The part.it.i.on of the country which 
has disl.oc.at.ed the norma.l.. J.:i.fe o.f t.be cit.y in many ways.,. is 
also responsible far the pressure of papulation on Calcutta. 
The displaced parson (refugee) problem is very acute.. At 
present.. tbe Calcutta population is equal to that of the 
entire province (comparable to a state in tha United States.) 
1.9 
of Bengal ten years. ago.. People are living like cattle .. 
It is not a normal. 1i.f e of cours.e.. Something canstruetive 
should be done quickly to stabilize the live.s of these 
uprooted people. This unsettled condition is having a far 
reaching effect on tbe mores and sense of values. of the 
cQIDIDJmity. 
The social env:i.rQiliilen.t is thus in the process of 
changing.. :r.n. every way t.his seems to be a transition period 
from rural to urban. life and from agriculture ta. il:!.dustcy. 
19. Calcutta Corporation Gazette 1951. 
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A. description of family life in rural India will give better 
perspective to the life of families living in the cities. 
The typical family consists of a father, his sons and 
grandsons together with the corresponding women folk: mother, 
daughters-in-law and daughters and granddaughters until they 
are married and enter int.o other joint families of their 
respective husbands. This family may :include a widowed 
grandmother, also a widowed aunt may be included with her 
children if her husbandts family cannot support them. 
This agnatic :family is the historical unit, of Hindu society 
and the whole of Hindu law is directed to upholding its. 
permanence. Jo:int.ness is the normal condition but partition 
can alvva.ys be demanded. So long as the :family remains 
undivided it is regarded as joint in food, worship and 
estate, however scattered its members may be. All the: men 
when at home live together in a common house, share meals 
cooked on a common hearth, and carey out together the family 
rites. The income of the ancestral property and generally 
the earnings of' individual members of the family are placed 
in a common f'und, out of' which the expenses of' all the 
members are paid. The control of" family affairs is in the 
hands of' the father and in his absence the eldest male 
members of the :f'am.iiy, though in matters o:f importance all 
adult members are usually consulted. The mother is 
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responsible far- all internal management.. This joint fa.mil.y 
system ia admjnistered throughout the country with slight 
variations in certain regions. Since there has been.. no 
ather agency to look after the. aged, the sick and the 
desti tut.e 2: which req_uir-e. in.suranee against emergency, this 
institution. of the joint family bas maintained t.he stabilii:lf 
of soeiet.y in spite of several. u.pheavala in. the country. 
It. is pecnl iarly suited to rural India wher.e agriculture 
. . 
is the main vocat.ion and all the members of the family 
contribute. towards the jab.. Thus. the contributi.on of the 
earnings of individuaL members is no.t ear-marked neither 
is it the responsibility of an. individual.. to run the family 
or the estate. 
This. brings us to the. Iareilts t attitudes toward their 
children. One can.. almost say that there is a heirarc.hy o:r· 
loyalty, that. is, a child pays highe.s.t loyalty t.o the fami.ly'-
head. The parents exercise. immedia:t.e control over the child 
but the f:inal word rests with. the grandmother. The result 
is less contact and tense relat,ions with the. parents, but 
divided responsibility-. The children have emotional bonds 
with a number of a.dults ather than. their parents and the. 
com.pan~onshi.p of peers. Discipline is enforced through 
imitation and from fear of being ostracised from ather 
20 
children. It is. an accepted code that. a child should be 
20. t Kaut4J.ya t s Artha Sha.stra t. edited by R.Shamshastri., 
Ba.D.Q'alore. India. J.9l5. 
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~ovingly and leniently treated up to the age of five, from 
the sixth. year. to fifteen he should he trained and 
disciplined through regularity 2 then from the sixteenth 
year on he should be tr~a ted like a friend and given 
responsibilities and freedom to aat on his own. Though 
famil.y pra.etic.es differ widely like. individual personality, 
it is. certain that. children ge.t more positive than_ negative 
disc.:Lp.line at. home. Negative punis.hmen.t is enforced when. 
there is grass mis.conduc.t. e.g. disrespect t.a elders or 
des truc:tion. of others t property. Then a child is now 
- ' 
allowed t.o mix. with. other children unti~ he thinks he can. 
control himself. This. :ia the. accepted pra.ctiee of middle 
class people, but there are DllDlerous. instanc:.es of hitting, 
whipping and other inhuman punishments. 
The cycle of birth ao.d.death goes on in t.he house. 
The marriage ceremony, from which children are not.. excluded 
is. performed in t.he house. For days dramatic. play goes on 
among the children based on thas.e. ex.ci t.ing experiences. 
Babies are :c.ot generally weaned until another child is 
expected, which is. often a.:fter "the second year. They have 
different food than. adults up t.o five or six years when t.hey 
start.. almost. the same :food as adults. They are never left 
alone., somebody with whom the child has same emotional bond 
is always thare ·to, talk or keep watch while mat.her is away. 
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The sm<mller children are put t.o. bed in the simplest 
manner. Six or seven of the toddlers lie huddled UQ against 
one another on one cot. Four or five of the bigger ones in 
another.. Pillows, sheets, nightshirts do not seem to be 
necessary. They sleep peacefully under the stars unmolested 
by all the talk and noise around them. The matriarch, the 
grandmother sits guard with a rosary in her hand until every-
body is ready to retire. She might be telling fairy tales 
to older children at this time.. The. mothers come to take 
their respective children prior to retirement. for the night.. 
A fourteen year old boy or a g::ir·l might still share his 
grandmother1 s bed together with anothar toddler. The whole 
tempa is different from the life o.f the city. There is much 
leeway in maintaining the routine, it is like the 11self-
demandtt schedule though people are not c.onscious of this 
scientific term. Because there is such a variety of' contacts 
and life is so self'-suf'f'icient, there seems to be great 
inertness in regard to making a:ny contact outside the family 
group.. Naturally the horizon is limit.ed. 
When people started coming to towns and cities they 
transferred the s.ame pattern of family life as in rural 
living. The way of living which is suited to agricultural 
economy is entirely a failure in a city. Joint families 
exist in a different form in cities but the standard of 
living and way of life are far :from ideal. In a family where 
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severa~ brothers with unequal incomes live together an 
atmosphere of peace and happiness is seldom found. There 
is no longer a house fa thar who has the authority to work 
:for t.he good of' all.. Few agree to pool their resources 
for the common f'und.. There is a lack of adjus tm.ent and 
sacrifice on the part of' the more fortunate members, 
though such sacrifice and tolerance are not only 
expected but. demanded. Instead of a collecti~e sense 
of' right and duty, it. has become. indi.vidua.listic. In 
such families children are the sufferers due to family 
tension. Since there i.s no accepted standard of behavior-
and loyalty as in f' ormer t:imes the children get confused. 
Ideals and values differ among the different couples of 
the big family as each is in a different stage of develop.-. 
ment and has different types of friends and interests. 
Naturally the children are guided in different ways by 
their respective parents, yat they live in the same big 
family group.. As a result the children develop various 
complexes. 
Fortunately this dilapidated institution is 
disintegrating under the i:nf:luence of increased individualism 
. and personal ambition, though it may be delayed because of 
the fresh problem of' displaced Iersons. In modern :famj lies, 
however, the husband and wife are tied together more 
tl 
intimat.el;Y" tbm.. ever before. This individualistic life is 
conducive to the development of tba pers anality of the 
husband and the wife and naturally of the children also. 
Discipline as meted out to children in this crumbling 
institution can be termed "laissez-fairett.. Though in many 
instances. it. is authoritarian in t.b.e ex:treme, out of 
desperation and ignorame most of tha parents make little 
effort at intelligent guidane e o~ their children. Things 
will work out. for the best, "is the attitude of the parents 
in this chaotic fam.ily structure. This attitude is not 
born of' native intelligence w.hich appreciates the import. 
of growth factors without. fcrmal instruction,. but rather 
it is born of the inertness of the parents. It is a 
eommon complaint of school authoritie.s that the present. 
generation of stud.ent.s are the worst disciplined they 
have ever known as p3.rent.s do not. control them. On t.he 
other hand parents complain that. the schools do not 
discharge their duties of t-raining the children. 
The difference between the structure of Western and 
Hindu societies which strikes the observer most, is the 
caste system. The theory is that.,, originally there w.ere 
four castes differentiated by functions, the Brabmjns 
being teachers and priests, the Kshatriyas soldiers and 
administrators, the Vaishyas merchants and the Sudras 
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manual workers. In the four cJasses there never seems 
to have been any hard-:-and-fas t dividing line. Sir Edward 
21. 
Blunt. in· 1'The Caste System of Northam India" observes 
that: 
Constant intercourse in the course of 
business drew divergent elements together, and 
also separat.ed' them from communities of which 
they were :formerly part, till. at Jast a new 
caste occupat~onal in nature, is formed. 
This pt'Oeess still goes on at the present time. 
The tendency of children to follow in the trade or 
profession of their parents is so universal. that. one 
wonders at the Hindu law-givers enforcing it in the code. 
It is said that t.he stable door, in social. matters, is 
always locked after the steed has bolted. Hitler would 
not have troubled to penalize all relations between Jew 
and German ha.d there not been evidence to show that. 
difference between the two were being obliterated. 
Indian social systems of joint family and caste have 
broken dovm. in Indian cities. This can be seen from 
the numerous instances o.f men and women pursuing 
occupations outside those indicated by their heradita.ry 
castes. But the idea in some cases is so deep rooted that 
it is not a matter of surprise to hear of a Brahmin-
2l. Qu.ot ed from · Social. Problems· by S. Natarajan, 
Oxf'.ord Pamphlets on Indian Affairs, Oxford Universit:r 
Press, London, 1.944, p .. lO •. 
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Christian. or Brahm;n-11/fuslim pursuing t.he profession of 
undertaker or leathe-r merchant. 
Religious trainjng is imparted in the family first 
through observation and imitat.iQn, se.cand.ly through 
init.ia tion. The cbj J dren imitate their mothers and 
others in arranging flowers in the shrine of the family 
deity, giving a..l.ma. to beggara and ascetics, reciting 
prayers, hearing stories and· attending all religious 
' . 
functions that take p~ace at. home or at. neighbors' 
.. 
haus.es.. Ca.mm.unit.y worship which is seasonal has· social 
character but every-day'worship·:Which is performed at. 
home in the shrine, a s·e.j;a.rat.e room o~ a corner o£ a 
roam, is ~vidualistic., For certain period of time, 
which may vary from five .miJ;tut.es to a few hours, one 
meditates in the shrine. Before being ini tiat.ed one. 
learns to relax and concentrate and think oneself a part 
of the whole, the Divine.. It is made functional sa as to 
become an. intrinsic: part of one t s everyday life.. Every 
work is. dedicated t.o God, from brea.kf"ast till bedtime 
at night .. 
The impact o£ city l.ife has changed this way of l.i:fe . 
also. No definite religious training is given to ChiLdren 
except to the specialists, as priests.. Spiritual. develop-
ment through everyd;;q life, though not altogether negl.ec.ted, 
4 
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is nat emphasi:zoed. Children do not. see adults sit. and 
talk or think of soma tb i ng which is not of immediat.e 
concern. Religion is becoming s.omethi:ng moved from 
everyday life. The sense of ;raluas is changing. Though 
among the intelligent~ there is a tendency for a 
h.a:cmonious synthesis of Hindu, Muslim and Christian. 
religions., it seems. to be more or less on an. intellectual. 
level.. It bas not reached the. masses an.d consequently no 
change in the home. training of children is eviden-t. The 
social side of r-eligion i.s. developing fast and getting 
more emphasis. and entertainment than individual worship. 
Thus the children are getting imbued with spiritual and 
religious. ideas through these social. functions and 
festivities ~ aitieso 
5 
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CHAPTER V 
MOD' IFICAT IONS FOR A NURSERY SCHOOL IN CALCUTTA 
I. General Considera. tiona. 
The. plan for establish:ing a nursery school in Calcutta 
depends upon. in w.b..ieh. locality it. is. going t..o be set up. 
The ·first concern is the language. Though the State 
language is Hindi, the mother tongue or the provincial. 
language is Bengali. There are four other distinct 
minori.ty- language ~cups. in t..he city.. They represent. 
other provinces but are spoken by permanent residents of 
Calcutta. These Ja.ngu.ages are spoken. at homa and though 
by accident. they are seat..tered all over the city, there 
is a natural tendency to form a linguistic. group. If' a 
nursery school is t.o be. set up for ::my of these language 
groups it will require trained teachers who speak the 
same language as t.he children.. The State Janguage ia 
taught f'ram. the fifth standard on.. Of' course all teachers 
know the State language, but it is not. possible to have 
several other languages in addition to it. :in one school. 
Until there is an agreed plan to teach entirely in the 
State langu.age, it is advisabla to establish the nursery 
schools on a linguistic basis. 
Calcutta is in a mobile s.tat..e. Though t.here are 
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pe:tmanent. residents who represent. distinct cultural. groups, 
the displaced persona, who comprise one half' of' the 
population of Calcutta at, present, bave c.omplica'ted the 
entire cultural structure.. The religious., l.i.nguistie, 
economic and sociological groups will. -want different. types 
o:f nursery schools, if they are started an that basis. 
To ea tar di:f:ferent,ly to all of them will accentuate the. 
existing parochial differences. The ideal is to bring up 
the children in. a situation conducive t.o establishing 
mutual understanding and tole.ra.nce, whiC!h will be reflected 
in 1a ter life. 
In the United Nations Organiza.tiont s nursery schoo~ 
'there are 'twenty-nina nations, languages and religious. 
groups represented am.ang its children and sta.:f':f'. But in 
the school there is only one language, English.. That is a 
strang unifying force. Nursery-school-age children 
generally do not understand rac:ial differences. Moreover 
the parents of these chil.dren al.so are imbued wi. tb. inter-
national. spirit and the home environment. is. thus also 
condu.ci ve to t.b.e fa s'tering o:f a one-wor-l.d :feeling from the 
beginning. For this reason it. is nat advocated that 
different nursery schools be es ta.blished for the aforesaid 
groups.· 
The next concern. in regard to a nursery school in 
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Calcutta is the economic status of the gro.up. When the 
population is vertica.lly cross-aectioned each section 
represents all the different. economic. s ta:tusea o:f the 
individuals.. If the school comes under the public. school 
system, it. is possible tbat. t.be.se people, representing 
different economic strata, will send their children to the 
same. nursery sc.haol. Whereas,. if a tu.i.t.ion fee is 
charged the, population is. horizontally cross-sectioned 
and the group of parents belonging to the aa.me economic 
strata, who can. afford to pay the tuition fee, will bring 
their children to t.his nursery school. 
The report calle.d ''Post-War Educational Development 
22 
in. India" thus. St]mrnarizes its rec.ommenCJa.t.ions: 
(a) An adequate provision of pre-pri.ma.ry 
instruction in the f'orm of Nursery Schools 
or cJasses. is an essential adjunct. to any 
national system of education.. The provision 
in this respec.t at present. is. negligible. 
(b) In urban areas, where s.uf'fic.ient. children 
are available within. a reas~ble radius, 
separate. Nursery Schools. or departments. 
may be provided; elsewhere nursery c.lasses 
should be attached to Junior Basic (Pr:i.ma.cy) 
Schools. 
(c.) Nursery Schools and classes. should invariably 
be staffed with. women.. teachers vmo have 
received special train~ for this work. 
22.. Post-War Educational Development in India: Report. 
by the Cent:ra:t Jtdv~sary Board Of Edu.ea tion. Government of 
India Press, Simla, January 1.944. p. l8. 
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(d) Pre-Primary eduaati.en should in al~ cases be 
free.. Wb.i.le it ina..Y not be feasible to make 
attenda:Q.ce c.a.mpulsory, no effort shou.J.d be 
spa.red to persuade pa.rents to send their 
children to school volun:tarily, particularly 
in areas where housing conditions are 
unsatisfactory and/or- mothers are accustomed 
to go out t.o work. 
(e) The main ohj ect of educati.on at this stage is 
to give young children sociaL experience 
rather than .forma:L instruction. 
(f) On the basis o:f normal age-range of three to. 
six years provision has been made :for ~,ooo,ooo 
places :in Nursery Schools and classes. · 
(g) The totaL estimated net cost of the proposals 
set out in this chapter when :in full operation 
is Rs 3,18,40 2000. 
From the :forego-ing summary of the report, it is 
evident that the Government is fully aware of the need for 
a nationwide plan f'or nursery schools., but it has not. got 
the trained personnel or worked out a detailed scheme as 
yet... It shows that. the scheme is child-centered and their 
educationa~ need is emphasiz.ed.. No ot,her details are 
available regarding Janguage, housing, or program. of' parent 
education. 
If' :income were not to be a basis for necessary 
qualification, then any child wil~ be eligible for nursery 
school care. Conceivably in a future where home and school 
are working more closely together for common aims of' 
integrated child care, education and development, any 
child would benefit by attending a nursery school. 
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Building Considering the local. climate o:f Calcutta 
a :few changes have to be made in adapting the model nursery 
school of the United States. A few people advocate all-
au tdoor nursery schools as an :ideal f. or the tropics, but 
children need enclosures for protection f'ram. air, sun and 
ra:in. The build:ings should not be made too durable, because 
new ideas need new housing after soma thing like twenty years. 
Indistructable bad school buildings are one o:f the curses 
of Ind.ia.n. education in eitias .. 
Kitchen The w :indows should have fine wire net t.ing 
to keep off the flies and insects. 
Bathroom The spacial kind of toilet t.o which Indian 
children are accustomed should be provided. 
Outdoor A big portion of the yard should be covered 
' Space for rainy days and for every day use if the srm is 
very strong. Big shady trees to cover the yard, to keep it 
cool and breezy should be plant,ed. 
Sanitation Extra care s hauld be taken :for 
cleanJ jness as germs breed quickly in humid and hat climate. 
Provision for quick garbage disposal should be arranged. 
· Special. 
Feature 
No heating arrangement. is requil:"ed in 
Calcutta climate. Instead an adequate number of 
ceiling fans are required during the hot and rainy seasons. 
Air-conditioning is desirable but it. is still very expensive. 
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Plenty of' drinking water is needed in hot climate and 
should be made easily available. 
Materials Books, gram-ophone records and musical.. 
instruments should represent Indian language and culture. 
Dolls, doll clothe~ and doll furniture and dress-up clothes 
f'or dramatic play should be of' indigenous materials .. 
Forks and spoons are unnecessary as children have to 
learn to eat with thair fingers o The teachers should be 
extra careful in. supervising the washing of' childrenls 
hands before and after meals • 
II .. PHYSICAL. DEVELOPMENT 
Thoughtful people have realized that welfare of mind 
and body is interdependent and all knowledge should be 
coordinated. The. morning inspection by a tea~her in the 
nursery school will have no value or significance whatso-
ever, if it can not. be followed. up "t<l· its proper end, 
that is bringing about soc i.a.1.. consciousness among the 
parents and due treatment and care by home and. physician. 
Other things being equal the physician has to be 
watchful f"or maJ.nutri tion which is most common even among 
the children from well-to-do homes due to ignorance about. 
a balanced die.t.. As a precaut.,ion against the prevalent. 
diseases it should be made certain that there is no f"ly 
and mosquito-breeding ground near ·the nursery school. 
Yearly booster shots of. typhoid and cholera vaccine should 
be enforced and vaccination against smallpox is absolutely 
imperative. Wearing of shoes to prevent hookworm should 
be encourag·ed. 
III.. SPIR:rruA.L DEVELOPllJiEliJ'T 
If religion is to play a vita~ part in an :individual's 
~e it shall not be taught in a specific period set apart 
for that purpose nor consist merely of for~ teaching of 
doctrine. The building of a peaceful, secure world depends 
an the way children are reared. Love and good example are 
two things essen tia~ t.o heuthy childhood. In days when 
religious ~ntolerance is sa acute, and it is being exploited 
for purely personal gains even in schools, the nursery 
school has a def:inite part to play in Jaying the farmdation 
for moral and cultural rehabilitation. Although the 
nursery school will be attended by children of different 
religious groups the emphasis should be on·the rmity of 
all religion~ rather than. the d if'ferences am:.ong them. 
23 
Madam. Montessori has a unique way to. suggest. It 
is called a nsuence" training by the Montessori method. 
The procedure is as follows, the children having been told 
beforehand what to do in the silence game.. The teacher 
23 • Montessori, Maria. Montessori Method. Translated 
by Anne E. George. Frederick A. Stokes Company. New York, 
1912. 
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writes an the blackboard in big letters Sn.Jill'JCE.. When the 
children see it they stop playing and sit motionless at 
their tables and look at the magic word which they cannot 
read. The teacher stands or sits near the blackboard in an 
attitude and with an expression of tranquility, which has a 
calming effect on the children.. After five minutes the 
children follow the t.eachar who bows down her head on her 
clasped hands in an attitude of prayer. The teacher then 
steps into- t.he next roam very quietly and calls in a very 
sweet and faint voice a child 1 s name .• One at a time as 
their names are called each child acmes tiptoeing into the 
next room flinging himself joyously into the waiting arms 
of the teacher. They gather around the teacher but remain 
peaceful and quiet. Since the group is small, only seven to 
ten children, it does not take much time • Then as informally 
as it starts so it ends. The teacher comes with the group 
back into the· former playroom and the ahildren start their 
activities again perhaps in a more relaxed and quiet way 
than before. 
This procedure will encourage questions on the part 
of the ahildren and the teacher will then have an opportunity 
to develop in the mJ.,nds of children a personal relationship 
with God. She will try to foster the growth of love, 
wonder, worship and faith. 
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II 
:rv.. PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Here again-because of 'the varied background - educational, 
racial, linguistic, religious, social and ecanomia - of the 
members of the parents group, it is. difficult. t.o deve~op a 
program that meets the needs. and interests of a.l..J.... They 
are individually sa varied in development and experience 
that, few group labels can be given them. Of course they 
are all parents, adults, me.n and women and city residents, 
but beyond that there. is no homogeneity at all.. They may 
be young and old, rich' and poor-, educated and. illiterate, 
modern and old-fashioned obserwing purdah, laborer and 
capitalist, liberal :in. religion and fanat.ie, or possessing 
many othe.r opposite characteristics.. These diversities may 
not exist in all nursery schools but nevertheless it will 
be a general characteristic of public. urban nursery schools, 
and more or le.ss true in the schools which will cater to a 
certain economic class. 
The zeal for reforming underlies the attitude of 
nursery schools and teachers toward parents, and over-
expectant sentiment underlies the attitude of most parents 
toward schools. The child who will come to tha nursery 
school is the product of his home environment which will 
be very much different from that of the school. Therefore 
it is wise far the nursery school to take leadership and 
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help par~ts to cooperate in accept~ the. achool concepts 
of hygiene, die.t, discipline and education, however 
divergent the parent group mey be. A child should not 
live in twa sharply contrasted worldS., one. at home and 
another at school. Rather theae t.wa- institutions should be 
in harmony as to disciplinary and educational procedures. 
Such co-ordination is desirable and worth. striving for. 
The ideal will be t.a have some ather agency take charge 
of' the parents t educat.ion before the child reaches nurs.ery 
school age. An adult educ.ati.on program for preparation for 
parenthood will. min:imize the p2.rentst rmhealt.hy guilt 
feelings and feelings a f self-consciousness and antagonism. 
This will give a better background to the. parents to 
appreciat.e nurser.v school procedure. Parent education is a 
large and important problem and it should be solved 
independently rather than in a makeshift arrangement ·in 
a nursery school~ The nursery school teache.r may or may 
not be efficient in working with adults and to demand it 
from the teacher might hamper her pr-imary object of' teaching 
the children. The writer believes that the childrent s 
interests will suffer if the school aims at. having a really 
thorough parent-education program. The teachers t interest 
will. be divided and it is rare that a good nursery school 
teacher is also goad in adult educa~on. 
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Parent-Teacher 
Relationships , 
The parent teacher re~tionship should 
. 
be friendly but reserved, and.. c.ontrovers:ial 
topics should not be discussed in. school. Arguments and 
disagreements with parents can affect the teac.hert s feeling 
toward them and their c.hildren. 
Parents s.hauld not be made to feel that. they must 
agree with the school or the teachers. :in all matters, but 
their general confiden.ce is essential for their children's 
feeling of security. 
Parents should not be aver urged to attend whatever 
parent meetings mey be arranged. The teachers should 
always admit that the.y are only teachers and nat oracles 
of. wis.aam or psychiatrists. The parent should not be told 
of a child's mis.behavior .. It often does h.a.:lim to tell, 
rather than. good. E.veryana behaves better if good and 
improved conduct. is assumed to be the rule. When it. is 
necessary t.o discuss a child 1 s behavior problem with a 
parent it should be done in a general and cons truc.tive way. 
Recommendations that. a child see a physician or similar 
suggestions. may be made. Advice to parents should be 
offered only where teachers :feel sure that it is absolut.ely 
suitable. A teacher need never feel ashamed to say that 
" 
she does not know, and a sympathetic attitude toward a 
parent• s trouble will often he all that the };arent really 
needs arrywey:. The teacher should have warm human interest 
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in parents and this can he given in everyday personal. 
contacts .. 
Parents need to be t.old in writing the schoolt s rules 
and regulations which apply to them so that they ca:n. refer 
t.o them in future. Though in actual practice rules a:o?-
reguJa tions are often nothing but matters of parent-child-
teacher etiquette. 
The following are a few suggestions regarding rules 
and regulations f' or helping the parent and teacher work 
together. 
l. Children who become_ indisposed will be isolated. 
A parent must call for such a child immediately 
~f't.er being notified. 
2. Parents should never slap or apulk. a child in 
school and should not threaten to do so outside. 
They are urged not to do t:b.is at. home either. 
3. A childts faults are not to he discussed within 
his hearing.. The school f'eels that such things 
should always be discussed in privacy and only 
good things said men he is around. 
4. Parents should bring children to; school 
regularly.. H.ow.ever, a child should be kept 
at home if' he is not perfectly w:ello 
5. Toys, food and candy should never be brought 
to the school, as sharing personal t.ays is not 
easy. 
6. Parents should make their ttgood byestt brief. 
When leaving they should not. give any instructions 
~o their children about being a good bay or about 
playing or lunah. 
7. Parents should_ plan for a onf'erences instead of 
talking to teachers ·while they are on duty, not 
ask simple questions like how much a child 
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8. Parents ahould air complaints about. the school 
freely to the director· but not to anyone else. 
9. Parents should make arrangenent :for observation 
at a sui table visiting t fme,. 
10. Parents s.ho.uld cooperate in the health program 
as far as practicable. 
In. the absence of any ap ecia.l agency :for pa..rent. 
ed.uca tion the nursery school has a ro·le to play in bringing 
home to parents some concepts regarding hygiene, diet, 
discipline and educa ti.on. 
Hygien.e There has been a general conviction among 
various educational experts that the study of hygiene and 
health in school (without any relation to life) will in 
some mysterious way, affect parents and homes as well. 
This has not been proved true- in a country like the United 
States where literacy is as high as any ather country in 
the world, not to speak of India where literacy is so low. 
It is not a body of information alone that. parents need. 
-They need to know how to apply the information. The 
unfavorable aspects of health and sanitation in _India 
which are scandalous, are concerned as much with mental 
attitudes as with ignorance and economic deficiency. 
One of the fundamental things which schools must bring 
about is changed ideals in regard to health and disease. 
Parents must be brought to recognize that health is 
dependent upon definite hygienic laws, that protection 
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against some diseases is possible, and that, men disease 
has laid hold of them it ean best be overcome by helping 
the body in its fight aga:inst invading poisons rather than 
by trying to secure the aid of intrinsic forces and powers. 
Along with this the school must help to inculcate a forward 
looking view of life, an ideal of health and cleanl:iness, 
a dissatisfaction with things as they are, a belief that 
they can be improved, a strong social desi~e to cooperate 
with others f~ successful attainment of ~proved conditions. 
The school must give the necessary knowledge for this, both 
to children subtly throughout the day_ and to parents through 
the parent education program. 
A few suggestions to get parents interested in hygiene 
and diet of their children are: 
l. Showing mov ie.s of children of other lands - their 
healt~ul living. 
2. Lectures an health., hygiene and nutrition in 
non-technical terms. Later, informal group 
discussions. 
3. Practical demonstrations. 
4. Big colored posters intelligible even to 
illiterates. 
5. Inspiring public institutions, like public 
library, c:inema, or municipalities to hold 
regular popular programs. 
6. The teacher may help the parents by demonstration 
and discussion to find out how to cook foods so 
that the maximum value is obtained and how to 
substitute items that J:a ve similar food value 
for ones which the child dislikes. 
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Discipline ·The problems of discipline manifest 
themselves in battles of will between tdults and children. 
In the world children are at a disadvantage as everything 
is geared primarily for adult use. If homes were built. 
to meet children 1 s physical and emot.i.onal needs the 
conflicts would be greatly reduced and many disciplinary 
problems would be eliminated.. A good nursery school set-up 
helps to minimize disciplinary problems. Here good build-
ings, equipment, organization, programing and teaching 
techniques el imjnate innumerable points of unnecessary 
friction between children and adults. Parents should be 
encouraged to observe the teacherst handling of difficult 
situations. 
A few suggestions are given below to dis.cuss in 
conferences and parents~: mee.tings: 
l. Parents should be urged to be consistent in their 
discipline. The child has no way of learning 
what is right and what is wrong except through 
the reward and punishment of approval or 
disapproval. If the training is inconsistent, 
if the child is scalded one day and ignored the 
next time for the same thing, he does not know 
what. to expect and therefore a disciplinary 
problem is created. 
2. Unduly harsh discipline or exposure to frightening 
threats and rougJmess may bottle up spontaniety 
and may make an atmosphere unfavorable to develop-
ment and free expression of originality. This 
should be di.scussed as a general topie without 
point~ out specific cases. 
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3 .. Discipline in a nursery school is administered 
by teachers whose marmer is so gentle and pleasan:t 
that the firmness and quie.t assumption of authority 
behind. it may escape the observer if not pointed 
out.. Parents should be helped to think out fat" 
themselves that gradual adjustment and self-
control. fram. within is one o:f the educational 
objectives o:f the nursery school. 
4. Through discussion and c~nferences the teacher 
should help parents to widen their margin of 
tolerance. The development of a good conscience 
in children is dependent firstly on the, deep 
affection of the parents and secondly on 
approJ:Fiate p~ohibitian from them. · 
Education Since the children are sent to schools 
in India to learn the thre~ R's parents need orientation 
in nursery school educational objectives. Gertrude 
24 
Hildreth. writes: 
Experiments with young children demonstrate 
the wastefulness of teaching immature and unready 
subjects. The child suffers as much from 
precocious stimulation to learning as he suffers 
physically from an adult diet.. Learning cannot 
be forced with any permanent and beneficial 
effect. The unready pupil.s are those who have 
not reached the paint. where they can profit from 
the instruction given. 
It has to be explained to the parents that unless 
readiness is present response to any sort of formal. 
teaching cannot be successful. The nursery school offers 
children a variety of opportunities to develop motor skills 
24. Hildreth, Gertrude. ~earning the Three Rrs, 
Educational Publishing Compmy, Minneapolis, 1947. p. 302. 
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and to intensify through us.e the sensor.v and perceptual 
abilities basic to reading readiness. In nursery school 
the children give themselves considerable practice in 
listening to stories and explanations, to records and to 
·music, Many opportunities are afforded them to respond 
rythm.ically and to s:ing while at school. Books are an 
important part. of the nursery school environment. Pictures 
and illustrated story books are frequently handled. 
Threes and fours gather around t.he teacher to l.ook at 
the pictures as she reads to them. They learn to turn 
the pages at the proper time. So, incidently, they learn 
that books are stores of ·fun, the source of stories, and 
they begin to 1 read1 stories from pictures. Experiencing 
with block building, easel painting, clay and finger 
painting develop interest and skill in expression through 
a variety of media. These varied activities obviously 
contribute to the basie motor, perceptual. and social 
maturities essential to reading readiness. The. significance 
of these pre-reading activities. should be brought. home t.o 
the parents through conferences and meetings in order that 
they may appreciate nursery school educational procedure. 
Parent education does not consist solely of f'ocuss.ing 
on the child. His growth, management., development. and 
similar topics are all :important., but helping parents gain 
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a greater measure of' security is. the primary end and aim 
of parent education. 
The usefulness. of' workshop experience can. be extended 
to parents. Actually playing with finger paints, clay, 
bloa.ks and ather materials. is thoroughly eDjoyed by adults 4 
There is no stiffness about such a gathering and the 
problem of getting acquainted is solved automa.tical.J.y. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
While home influence of the right kind is an inestimable 
blessing, most children under the stress of modern life, are 
deprived of a real, educative home environment.. In America, 
for example, where modern economic and industrial conditions 
have set into motion in the highly industrialized areas a 
progressive disintegration of family life, there is a 
special need for a co-ordinating agency that would help to 
integrate the child t s life and act. as a centrifugal force. 
Such a center in this age, must inevitably be the school. 
Nursery schools are but one new device for supporting 
25 
family values against new social pressures.. As Gesel.l 
says: 
n. • • • • • • the nursery school in the United 
States of America is not a corrective reaction to 
faulty economic conditions, but is a cultural 
instrument f'or strengthening the normal functions 
of' a normal homeu. · 
To India this is not- of theor~ical interest only. 
She cannot af'f'ord to neglect the ~port and far-reaching 
significance of' similar developments there. ~Tone of the 
institutions which by their very nature are entrusted with 
25. Gesell, Arnold. and Ilg, Francis L. Infant and 
Children in The CUlture of Today. Harper and Brothers, 
Publishers, New York. 1943. p. 259. 
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grave responsibilities towards the development and 
education of the younger generation are discharging their 
:functions efficiently. The cultural chaos in India, 
consequent upon the breaking down of the old order and 
the imperfections a.f the new one, has deprived children 
o:f the educative resources that are normally available in 
a well-ordered society. The home and the family, for 
instance, on which all cultures have been built up for 
ages, have ceased to exercise genuine educative influences 
on the majority of Indian children. The parents are often 
too poor and ignorant to provide material and psychological 
conditions conducive to the proper growth of their 
children. One cannot reasonably expect in most Indian 
homes those minimum aneni ties of life which have a 
refining and cultural influence on children in other 
lands. Parents are pre-occupied more intensely than in 
other countries with the ever present and ever unsolved 
problem of earning a livelihood and they have neither the 
leisure nor the resources of knowledge and ae money to 
br:ing up their children pt"operly. 
In saying this, the moral vaJnes and discipl:inary 
effects of the arduous apprenticeship for village children 
on the farm or in the workshop is not being ignored. The 
family stripped of many of its former functions is still 
the citadel where attitudes of love and affection,~:re 
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\ fostered, where ethical values and social outlook are born. 
But one cannot get away from the :fact that most children are Ill 
1 brought up in an unhygienic, unrefined, de-educative 
environment and it is therefore the business of a good 
school to make up for the defects and handicaps of poor 
environment. 
Current history and research are making people 
increasingly aware of the fact that those foundations which 
are laid in early childhood are the bulwark not only of the 
individual but of the nation and the world as well. Persons 
concerned with the education of the young are responsible 
:for providing the opportunity for children to build :for 
themselves :foundations which will support an on-going 
civilization and culture. 
Of the present generation in India few persons really 
experienced democracy .itl. any form and most of them may never 
have been members of a working democratic group.. Modern 
democratic communi ties have accepted the fact that early 
childhood education is a difficult as well as socially 
important task. To build up a sound democratic society 
one has to build from the bottom. For this reason the 
present s tu.dy has planned an adaptation of the nurse.ry 
school :for Calcutta hoping that it may serve as a model 
:for duplication, which will help the· community :in general 
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and children in particular to appreciate democratic society 
and became healthy members of it. 
Need for Research 
Since this study is based on the assumption that Indian 
children basically follow the same gradients of growth as 
that of American children, research in that field would 
help in furthering insight into child development in India. 
There have been no practical and effective research studies 
and experiments on tha development o:f Indian children to 
the writerts knowledge. The :field is vast and challenging. 
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